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THE 

WORLD'S 

BEST 

AUDIO 

CONNECTORS 

WT is a dedicated 

German engineering 

company, which 

designs and 

manufactures the 

world's finest Audio 

Connectors. 

GET A GRIP 

I
n 1985 WT developed, and patented, the first RCA 

connector with a precision chuck mechanism to 

effectively grip the RCA socket. This was a major advance 

in RCA plug design which enabled even truck gauge cable 

to be perfectly connected. The new plug clamped to the 

phono socket through th e locking chuck mechanism, thus 

ensuring superb contact. 

WBT 0101 

THE ORIGINAL 
LOCKING RCA PLUG 

-rhe original WT RCA Plug has been refined and 

improved and now represents nothing short of a • 

masterpiece of precision engineering. 

Todas the entire range of WT 

Connectors is engineered to the same 

exacting standards, and is exclusive1,9 

specified 4 the world's finest audio 

manufacturers. 

geeger4e ti 
For your full prospectus on these auspicious products, 

please contact Nigel Crump at Path Premier. 

WBT0101 
The onsnal Locking RCA Plug. 
Starting off WriT's reputation 

WBT0108 
New style Locking RCA with 

cnmp type connection!.. Allows a 
gas tight fit well the cable. 

WBT0144 
New midline low cos: , high 

performance version of 0101. 

WBT0150 
Same as 1010 but allows larger 
cable upto Ilmm in diameter. 

WBT0125 
The world's first locking RCA to 
be connected without solde-ins. 
Must use exclusive CAIS cable. 

IOW 
WBT0600 

The original Lockins 5anana 
Plug, Started off Wf5T's 

reputation 

WBT0644 
mtaline low cost, high 

performance version of 0600. 

PATH 

PATH PREMIER Unit 2, Desborough 

Inclustnal Park, Desborough Park Road, 

High w,,u)mbe 5ucks, tiP12sek,. 
Te I : 01494 1-#17,o. 
F a x 01494 461 209. 
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KIT NEWS 
News from the up and coming DIY hi-fi scene. 

HIGH DEFINITION AEROGEL TRANSMISSION LINE 
MONITOR LOUDSPEAKER 
A standmounting monitor loudspeaker using transmission line loading for 
deep and powerful bass and a 6.5inch HDA driver for super clear 
midrange. 

KNOW YOUR PREAMP VALVES 
We explain nine of the best known preamplifier valves around, suggesting 
where they should be used and what they sound like. 

BOOK REVIEWS 

AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER DESIGN 
Audio Frequency Amplifier Design, originally published by the General Ilectric Co., has recently been revived by Old Colony Sound Labs. lt 
ontains many classic amplifier designs produced by GEC's Research Lab 
ngineers. 

THEORY AND DESIGN OF LOUDSPEAKER 
ENCLOSURES 
J, E. Benson's Theory and Design of Loudspeaker Enclosures is a book for 
+xperienced designen wishing to take their understanding of this subject 
further. 

DIY LETTERS 
Our team of in-house experts can help you with your loudspeaker 
project, valve or solid state amplifier design and all other areas of DIY hi-
fi. Write in with your letters and queries. 
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Renhold 
cures (( 
his i( 
jitters! 

...thanks to 
the Audio 

Technology 
..-Sorcerer 

DAC' 

20 Bit Colinear DAC • 24 Bit Floating Point Digital Filtering 

Full Kits • Sync- Lock for Zero Jitter • Precision Case 

Modular • Silver Wired/Soldered • Audiophile Components 

For details of this and other kit/built products. send A4 SAE to: 

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY LTD. PO Box 147, BEDFORD. MK41 8PR 

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd 
You dce't bare to spend a Iodant ." 95gflQall1a.. 
Our ralyes are manufactured toi very high standard and 
compare favourably lo brand names costing much more. 

God aim al teotomical  
ECC81 450 EL 84 
ECC82 4.50 GZ34 
ECC83 4.50 6L6G 
EF 86 450 6V6GT 
EL 34 8.50 

P&P 0 50 . VAT up to 6 titres 

450 
750 
650 
450 

âgnifoLÁsial Polypropylene Capacitors 
' Extremely low dstorhon 
Deteled acoustic properties 
' High purity tinned copper leads 
' Tight wound thick dielectric for resonance emulation. 
' Low dissipation factor 

unes proof voltage tested at 
150% rated voltage for 15 mino 

Tol  
100nF 
nOnF 
470n1 
luF 
2u2 
3u3 
4u7 
6u8 
10e 
15e 
22u 
25e 
50u 
75e 
111 
125u 
P&P £ 58 +VAT 
deityweguagge, signal level. Tolerance +-
1.5% 

47pF 
68pF 
100pF 

630V 
630V 
630V 

Price 
250v 400s 
0.85 1.00 
0.85 1.00 
0.85 1.00 
1.00 1.25 
1.35 1.50 
1.50 175 
1.75 2.00 
2.25 2.50 
3.00 360 
4.00 450 
625 595 
6.25 6.95 

10.00 11.00 
15.00 17.00 
19.00 21.00 
2010 22.00 

Price 
50 11f 
50 1 5rif 
50 2 2nF 

PinOl 
250V 65 
250V 65 
250V 65 

1.5nF 
2.2nF 
3.3nF 
4.7nF 
10nF 
15nF 
22nF 
33nF 
47nF 

150pF 
220pF 
330pf 
470pF 
680PF 

400V 
400V 
400V 
400V 

400V 

50 
50 
50 
65 
60 

4 7nF 160V 65 
1Onf 63V 75 
22nF 160V 85 
47nF 160V 1 013 

High quality 400V Axial Polyester capacitor reny radii le 
replacm lose à M I (6 att.() lee WIMP r 11% 
11i 50 68nF .75 

.75 

.75 
.50 100nF 
.50 150nF 
50 220n1 .85 
55 330nF 1.00 
.65 470nF 1.00 
65 680n F 1.25 
.65 1nF 1.50 

65 1 5nF 2.00.65 2.2nf 2.55 

Hifi Cable 
ZS18 Heavy Duty Ultrasuppre Neoprene Oxygen bee single 
screened cabk 6 em OD 20/0 lmm Fl 25 pe metre 
ZS36 Red & Blue marled FIQ 8 cabre li›gr bensrty brad sere 
screened lmm x 2 OD £1 25 per metre 
Z1.79 79 strand F,g.8 spealer cable 
Whrte rth bed( marker 25A ma 025 per metre 
zus 189 strand Fig& speller cable Transparent. Square & 
around proftle £125 per metre 

UM OtL.,csatRC4Pa*piqs leads 
PPG2 parr gold pled pen° plugs el soma cable stile reel 

for cable see up to 5.8mm Only . .. £1.65 pee Pair 
PPfal as alcove tor cable up to term. Oren . . per per 
LPPX In cost pbono lead enth 2 gold platel Mono pleas 
mouked on sad end ot 1.2 metres stereo screen cable 

0901 £125 
LPPV as above but 51,1 cable Doty f195 

LP PG Kph (miry em red & blue marled stereo screened cable 
800mm long entli 2 gold petal phone plugs edol end . Onn £395 

Postigtovarfaulrgicatfle Natalie wine 
mtdi astfwedpidatan Mel Cs. rdearcefflan ›ease 

tex PO' eleProoreti 1915 um* Aegean no 

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd 
40 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3E1 

Tel 081 452 0161, 081 450 0995 Far (181 208 1441 

=BIM 

AUDIOCAB 
/I 
YOU CAN'T JUDGE AN LP BY ITS SLEEVE" 

So does it matter what those MDF boxes in your listening room lock like 
as long as they sound grrrrreat? We think it does, and we think you do 
too. 

So is that going to stop you from building your own? Don't let it. Buy 
your loudspeaker cabinet kit from Audiocab and your eyes will be as 
pleased as your ears ( not to mention your wallet). 

Whether prototyping your own loudspeakers or working to a desie from 
Hi-Fii World (such as the excellent KLS3) we will produce a bespoke kit to 
your specification. No prior woodwork experience is needed to build the 
kit and achieve a professional result, with biscuit jointing used to ensure 
perfect alignment of panels. Cabinets are dry assembled and sanded 
before despatch. Kits are normally supplied in 25mm unfinished MDF 
ready for you or your local sprayshop to paint or lacquer, but any finish 
is available and the use of mouldings ensures that the finished arttle 
looks like a desirable piece of furniture. 

Still not sure about producing the finish you want?. O.K. We'll assemble 
and finish the kit for you to your specification. 

Incidentally, a pair of KLS3's will soon be on demonstration by 
appointment, so if you live within striking distance give me a call. 

Now how about a cabinet to hold all your CD's, in the same stye as 
your speakers, maybe hand dragged or sponged to match your c.ecor. 

We specialise in the production of cabinetry and do not therefore at 
present supply drive units or the other components you will need to 
complete your loudspeakers. 

For further details write to David Barfield, AUDIOCAB, 9 
Skew Bridge Close, Wootton Bassett, Swindon, Wilts. SN4 
7DW or phone him on 0793 848437 

OWTER 
TRANSFORMERS 

Sowter Transformers have been used by the Professiona Audio 
Market throughout the world for at least the last twenty - five 
years. 

Using modern technology and Computer Aided Design we are 

now able to offer a complete design and manufacture service. 

Our current lists show a range of over 50 output, 70 power 

transformers and nearly 30 chokes. 

E. A. SOWTER LTD 
P.O. BOX 36, Ipswich IPl 2EL 

Tel: 0473 252794. Fax: 0473 236188 SEND S. A. E. FOR DETAILS. 

OWTER 
/ TRANSFORMERS 

Sowter Transformers have been used by the Professional Audio 

Market throughout the world for at least the last twenty - five 
years. 

Using modem technology and Computer Aided Design we are 
now able to offer a complete design and manufacture service. 

Our current lists show a range of over 50 output, 70 power 

transformers and nearly 30 chokes. 

E. A. SOWTER LTD 
P.O. BOX 36, Ipswich IPl 2EL 

Tel: 0473 252794. Fax: 0473 236188 SEND S. A. E. FOR DETAILS 



KIT NEWS 

KIT NEWS 
NEW SERVICES FROM GT 
AUDIO 
GT Audio have recently discovered a new 
range of capacitors which are particularly 
suitable for Quad 11 valve amplifiers. They 
are available separately or can be 
incorporated into GT Audio's restoration 
service. Also new from GT is a 4mm 
socket and plug suitable for amplifiers, 
made from silver plated copper. 4mm 
sockets are available for £2 each and the 
matching plugs cost £2.50. 

Because of the difficulty finding original 
Philips ECG 8417 output valves for 
Quicksilver monoblocks, GT Audio have 
developed a conversion which allows the 
reliable and more available 6550 output 
valve to be used instead. GT claim that 
this not only makes the amplifier more 
reliable, but also improves sound quality. 
The price for the modification, including 
valves, is £275. 

GT Audio are also offering an upgrade 
service for Audio Research SP6/8/9/I0 
preamplifiers. Prices start at £ 100. 

All labour carried out during 
restoration and parts purchased from GT 
Audio (except valves) are covered by a 
full 2 year warranty. 

GT Audio 

5 Upper Road, 

Higher Denham, 

Bucks, UB9 5EJ 

Tel: 01895 833099 

SINGLE-ENDED HEADPHONE 
AMPLIFIER FROM HART 
New from Hart is a high quality single-
ended headphone amplifier, the Chiara. 
Available as a kit, it comes complete with 
a printed circuit board which takes all 
components in order to make 
construction precise and easy. High quality 
audio grade components such as an Alps 
volume control are included. The Chiara 
has a signal link through to enable it to be 
connected between pre/power amplifier 
or to a tape monitor circuit. 

The Chiara has two outputs suitable 
for headphones with an impedance 
greater than 3012. In addition there is a 
high level output, which can be used to 
drive long cable runs to a remote power 
amplifier for example, and a passive 
output. Both are controlled by the Alps 
volume control. 
A complete kit of parts including 

casework is available for £ 109.50. 

Hart Electronic Kits 

Penylan Mill, 

Owestry, 

Shropshire. SY10 9AF 

Tel: 01691 652894 

NEW SPEAKER KITS FROM 
FOCAL 
Falcon Acoustics have just announced a 
new range of Focal loudspeaker kits. 
There are eight to choose from, ranging 
from centre channel 'speakers to a three 
way floorstander using a 10" bass unit. 
The range includes several designs using 
Focal's polyglass and polykevlar drivers, 
and all are high sensitivity designs making 
them especially suitable for low power 
solid state and valve amplifiers. 

Once you have bunt your own 
loudspeaker, Falcon can also supply the 
IMP loudspeaker measurement system 
reviewed in the February '95 Supplement 
For further details contact: 

Falcon Acoustics 

Tabor House, 

Norwich Road, 

Mulbarton, 

Norfolk. NR14 8JT 

Tel: 01508 578272 

MORE ISSUES FROM GLASS 
AUDIO 
Glass Audio, the American magazine 
aimed at tube enthusiasts, is about to 
increase frequency from quarterly to 
every other month. For further 
information about Glass Audio and other 
Audio Amateur publications, contact: 

Audio Amateur Publications 

P. 0. Box 576, 

305 Union Street, 

Peterborough, 

NH03458-0576 

USA 

Tel: (603) 924 9464 
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WILMSLOW MAKE CABINETS 
AVAILABLE FOR KEF'S 
CONSTRUCTOR SERIES 
Wilmslow have a number of new 
products that will be of interest to the 
DIY enthusiast. Firstly there is a range of 
flat pack cabinets under development for 
the recently launched KEF Constructor 
Series. Wilmslow can also supply drivers, 
crossover and any other components 
necessary to complete the kits. 

Wilmslow Audio are also stocking the 
new D2905/9300 tweeter from 
Scanspeak This new textile dome HF unit 
reaches 30kHz, giving it a very smooth 
response within the audio band. 
Sensitivity is a heaithy 90dB and 
impedance a nominal 80. The 
D2905/9300 retail at £59.50 each. 

Wilmslow Audio 

Wellington Close, 

Parkgate Trading Estate, 

Knutsford, 

Cheshire. WA16 8DX 

Tel: 0565 650605 

SOLID STATE REPLACEMENT 
FOR VALVE RECTIFIERS 
RATA have introduced a solid state plug-
in rectifier to replace GZ34 and GZ32 
rectifier valves. The rectifier is mounted 
on an octal valve plug, so can be simply 
plugged in. In some cases it will be 
necessary to after the HT dropper 
resistor to re-adjust for optimum working, 
RATA are able to advise on this. 

RATA 

Edge Bank House 

Skelsmergh, 

Kendal, 

Westmorland. LA8 9AS 

Tel: 0539 823247 
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WORLD AUDIO DESIGN HDA KLS5 

KLS5 HDA 
TRANSMISSION LINE 

MONITOR 
LOUDSPEAKER 

Dominic Baker takes up his saw to build these High Definition Aerogel 

transmission line monitor loudspeakers. 

To date, we've produced four 
loudspeaker designs in the pages 
of the DIY Supplement, the most 

recent two using Audax's Carbon Fibre 
drive units. Now it's time for Audax's 

High Definition Aerogel (HDA) drivers 
to make an appearance, in tnis compact 
standmounting transmission line 
monitor. 

Transmission line loudspeakers are 

known for their deep, powerful bass 
and the way they grip a room, filling it 
witn a full scale perforr-ance. But they 
have their downsides too, notably the 
difficulty of tuning the line, which 

u APRIL 1995 HI-FI WORLD SUPPLEMENT 



WORLD AUDIO DESIGN HDA KLS5 

appears to be one of the blackest of 
arts. 

Until recently we hadn't considered 
attempting such a design, but reviewing 
the book Quick & Easy Transmission 
Line Speaker Design by Larry Sharp, and 
a lengthy conversation with John Wright 
of TDL, a leading expert in transmission 
line loudspeaker design, prompted us to 
have a go. 

The first cabinet worked very well, 
better than I'd hoped for at a first 
attempt. Bass was deep and powerful, 
but could become a bit monotonous. 

Shifting the internal baffles around gave 
me an idea of which way I needed to go 
to improve the bass quality, and the 
second prototypes were built. These 
were a great improvement, giving just 
about exactly the bass quality I wanted. 
It was still as deep, but the upper bass 
was faster and played tunes better, 
giving them a far more lively balance. 
A couple more prototypes saw 

KLS5 quickly progress to its final form, 
thanks to our Hewlett-Packard 
HP3561A FFT analyser and an accurate 
measuring microphone. 

One great thing about a 
transmission line loudspeaker is that 
once the cabinet dimensions have been 
optimised and fixed, it can be subtly 
tuned to give the bass quality you want 
in your room, just by altering the 
amount and density of long hair wool in 
the line. This makes Transmission Line 
loudspeakers extremely versatile for 
home constructors, which combined 
with their superb subjective 
performance, is why they're becoming 
increasingly popular once again. 

TL DESIGN 
A practical Transmission Line (TL) has 
two main effects that are advantageous to 
loudspeaker design. Firstly, the sound 
venting from the end of a quarter-
wavelength transmission line is 90° out of 
phase with the signal from the back of the 
cone which drives the line, which itself is 
I 80° out of phase with front radiation. 
This ensures that radiation at lower 
frequencies is progressively moving into 
phase and will add, rather than subtract, 
to the forward response. 

Also, a practical transmission line 
loudspeaker is lined with acoustic felt and 
wool, so that the majority of upper bass 
and midrange energy is absorbed before it 
reaches the end of the line and the 
outside world. Lower bass energy gets 
through, making low bass apparent In 
electrical engineering terms, a transmission 
line port is a low pass fihter with a 270°+ 
phase shift. 

One problem with a transmission line 
loudspeaker is its low efficiency. To 
overcome this, we have used the latest 
high tech. High Definition Aerogel (HDA) 
drivers from Audax, which have a super 
light cone and a powerful magnet to give 
them high sensitivity. Another area where 
TL loudspeakers receive criticism is 
midrange colouration. To overcome this 
we used a number of sensible design 
features. If the line is made exactly 1/4 
wavelength, it tends to act like a tuned 
pipe which introduces colouration. Making 
the line slightly shorter (my thanks to John 
Wright of TDL for this valuable tip) 
reduces this colouration without adversely 
affecting bass quality. 

In TL loudspeakers where the line is 
folded quickly behind the cone, the 
strongly reflected sound wave from the 
cabinet wall can give a 'clatter' in the 
midrange. For this reason, the rear wall of 
the cabinet was kept as far back as 
possible, and fitted with a generous 

covering of soft, absorbent carpet felt. 
Of course, on top of all this, KLS5 

uses a super high quality Audax HDA 
driver, which is exceptionally clean and 
clear in the midrange to start with. So this 
area of concern was quickly eliminated. 

One thing about a transmission line 
'speaker that particularly appealed to us 
was the highly damped impedance peak 
Normally you see impedance rise strongly 
in the bass, but with a transmission line 
'speaker impedance is very smooth, 
something that is important for owners of 
low or zero feedback amplifiers which are 
adversely affected by impedance 
variations. Our smooth impedance curve 
proves true transmission-line behaviour in 
KLS5. 

So, with a sensible design approach 
and modem, super quality drive units, 
KLS5 manages to control or eliminate 
many of the problems normally associated 
with TL loudspeakers, and retain its 
advantages. 

THE DRIVE 
UNITS 

The TWO25M0 tweeter used in KLS5 is 
very similar to the M I version used in 
KLS3 and KLS4. It uses a 25mm soft fabric 
dome which gives it a sweet and open 
sound. It is more flexible for two way 
designs though, as it goes lower before 
rolling of 

The bass unit is a 6.5inch High 
Definition Aerogel (HDA) unit. HDA is 
made from a controlled matrix of acrylic 
polymer gel in which an optimised 
proportion of Carbon and Kevlar fibres 
are embedded. This makes it extremely 
light and stiff, as well as giving it high 
internal damping. 

HI-FI WORLD SUPPLEMENT 
APRIL 1995 RI 



Hart Audio Kits and factory assembled units use the very best 
audiophile components in circuit designs by the renowned John 
Linsley Hood to give you unbeatable performance and 
unbelievable value for money. We have always led the field for 
easy home construction to professional standards, even in the 
sixties we were using easily assembled printed circuits when 
Heathkit in America were still using tagboordsl. Many years of 
experience and innovation, going back to the early Dinsdale and 
Bailey classics gives us incomparable design expertise in the 
needs of the home constructor. The current range of Hart kits is 
designed to give you the important core components of a system 
as a matching ensemble of audio excellence 

700 Sorites. LH8OW "Audio Design" Modes Power 
Amplifier. 

Another masterpiece from the drawing board of John Linsley 

 1 
Hood and another opportunity to give a system mega sound 
performance for only a few hundred pounds cost. A host of 
advanced features, in the hands of the skilled designer, give this 
amplifier a performance that really is only equalled, not 
exceeded, by the 4 or 5 figure price tagged exotica. 

As always with a HART kit you have the pleasure of building 
selected, state of the art equipment, allied lo the knowledge that 
your money has all been spent on quality components, you save 
all the costs of building and testing, plus the dealers margin on 
top of these by doing it yourselfl. 

To give on idea of the measures taken to achieve ultimate quality 
and linearity in this amplifier each of the four output devices is 
only called upon to work at one NINETY-SIXTH part of its ultimate 
power rating. 

We are proud to offer this latest John Linsley Hood masterpiece, 
the flagship of our range, which we believe is truly the ultimate 
design for the perfectionist, combining as it does the best circuit 
design, the best engineering and the best components, surely the 
only recipe for REAL sound fidelity. The HART KIT concept also 
makes it possible to build an amplifier with the facilities YOU want 
and we offer no less than three variations with options on the 
basic theme to suit your needs One of these versions will, we feel 
sure, cater for your requirements. Should your requirements 
change at a later date then upgrades or alteration to a different 
version are no problem, try doing that to your High St store 
amplifier!. 

The Standard version has a passive input selector circuit with Alps 
Precision Low-noose volume and balance controls, switchable CD, 
Tuner and Pre-amp inputs and an optional stereo bargraph output 
level display. The 'Slave' version has stereo power amplifiers and 
standard power supply. The 'Monobloc' version again has the 
standard power supply but since it is only driving one power 
amplifier higher than normal output power is achieved with total 
channel separation. The slave and monobloc versions enable very 
sophisticated 6i-tamping and active crossover systems to be 
constructed. 

KI100 Complete STANDARD Amplifier Kit, two power amplifier 
channels and one power supply module, direct input passive 
signal selector stage, Construction Manual and RIN I) Reprint. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT IS ONLY 
£393.21 

A1100 Factory Assembled £499.21 

K11005 Complete SLAVE Amplifier Kit, os above but without 
passive input stage 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT IS ONLY 
£333.62 
A 1100SC Factory Assembled £422.62 

K 1100M Complete MONOBLOC Amplifier Kit, consists of all 
parts for one power amplifier 
channel and one power supply module and all chassis parts. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT IS ONLY 
£261.20 
A 1100M Factory Assembled £329.20 

HART kits are designed for easy home construction to the very 
,jhest standards, and can be built by anyone of average 

manual ability. If you are still not convinced how easy it is to 
build it yourself with a HART kit you can order the Instruction 
Manual to read for yourself and we will refund the cost when you 
1,0y your kiff 

MAINS LEADS AND ACCESSORIES 

We keep a large range of IEC cordsets and distribution 
,,ckets for your Hi-Fi setup. Send for out lists for full 

HART AGM> CABLES 

The HART range of cables has been chosen to 
satisfy the most fastidious audiophile taste 

at extremely competitive price levels. 
This is possible because we buy 

large quantities for our export 

Hart Audio Kits - Your Value for 
Money Route to Ultimate Hi-Fi 

2 Penylan Mill, Oswestry, Shropshire, England SY 10 9AF 

phone Oswestry (0691) 652894 
customers all over the World All are priced per metre We will cut 
to any length you require. 

780-911 Super Low-Noise Signal Cable. Single core double 
screened Audiophile signal cable. Features Linear crystal oxygen 
free high purity copper construction with foamed polyethylene 
insulation. Screening is by a close lapped screen with conductive 
thermoplastic sheathing. Overall covered with blue soft matt finish 
PVC. Dia. 6mm. Core to screen Capacitance 1 1 Opf/m. 
Per Metre   £3.98 

780.803 Speaker Cable. 322 strands 0. ? mm oxygen free copper. 
Flat Twin. Recommended up to 40W/mtrs. Tested and approved 
by John Linsley Hood. Mtr...£8.42 

780-804 Giant Speaker Cable, 511/0. I. Up to 
80W/ I Omits   £15.90 

SOLDERING 

The size of modern components makes the right soldering equip-
ment essential for good results. Everything we offer we actually use 
in our workshops! See our Lists for the full range. 

845-820 XS240 ANTEX 240v 25w Soldering Iron. This is the ideal 
Multi-purpose iron as the bit is designed to totally surround the 
element giving the best heater transfer. This excellent design also 
means th at although it is small and handy enough for modern 
components its heating capacity is better than larger irons of 
conventional construction. Excellent Value.   £9.93 

845-080 ST4 Lightweight Soldering Iron Stand. This has provision 
for the classic damp sponge for bit wiping   

  £3.95 

HART SUPER AUDIOGRADE SILVER SOLDER 

Hart Super Audiogrode Silver Solder has been specially formulated 
for the serious audiophile. Not only does it give beautiful easy-to-
make joints but it is designed to melt at normal soldering tempera-
tures avoiding the possibility of thermal damage to components or 
the need for special high temperature irons. A very low residue flux 
makes pedect joints easy but eliminates the need for board cleaning 
after assembly. 
845-007 3 mtrs 22SWG in Hart Mini Tube.   £3.90 
845-008 100g. Reel Special Valve Grade, 20swg.  £12.90 
845-009 100g. Precision PCB Grade, 22swg.  £14.75 
845.110 1009 Reel Superfine 24swg for ultra precise control and 
easy working.   £21.45 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SOLDERING PRACTICE KIT 

Unsure whether you con construct a HART kit?, this is your chance 
to tryl. Your HART Printed Circuit Board Soldering Practice Kit 
comes with a range of modern components, a typical Hart quality 
PCB, a roll of the correct grade of solder and full instructions. It 
enables the enthusiast who is uncertain of his, or indeed her, ability 
to put together and solder a printed circuit to try their hand at 
minimum cost. The instructions explain the right technique and 
guide even an absolute beginner through the seemingly daunting, 
but in fact very simple, art of making a good soldered joint. 
Excellent value for money at only.   
£4.99 
Super Version with Hart Silver Solder  £6.95 

ALPS PRECISION LOW-NOISE STEREO POTS 

Now you can throw out those noisy ill-matched carbon pots and 
replace with the real hi-li components only used selectively in the 
very top flight of World class amplifiers. The improvement in 
hack accuracy and matching really is incredible giving better 
tonal balance between channels and rock solid image stability 

On the motorised versions the 5v DC drive motor is coupled to 
the normal control shaft with a friction clutch so that the control 
can be operated manually or electrically. 

Our prices represent such super value for pots of this quality due 
to large purchases for our own kits. 

MANUAL POTENTIOMETERS 

2-Gang 100K Lin   £15.67 
2-Gang 10K, 50K or 100K Log   £16.40 
2-Gang 10K Special Balance, zero crosstalk and 
zero centre loss   £17.48 

MOTORISED POTENTIOMETERS 

2-Gang 20K Log Volume Control  £26.20 
2-Gang 10K RD Special Balance, zero crosstalk and less than 1949 Reprinted 1990. 88 Pages. 
10% loss in centre 09624-1913-3   £8.95 
position   £26.98 

HC80 Replacement Cassette Head. 

The excellent performance of modern cassette recorders depends 
totally on the quality of the R/P head. Even the slightest amount 
of wear can impair the frequency response and distortion levels. 
Our HC80 is a top quality head from one of the foremost 
manufacturers in Japan. It is easily fitted to niost standard stereo 
recorders (except Sony) and will transform the performance over 
a worn head Only the fact that we buy these in vast quantities 
enables us to offer them at the amazing price of only £ 11.70 
each or 2 for £ 17.60. 

SPECIAL OFFER 

PRECISION Triple Purpose TEST CASSETTE TCIDD. 

Are you sure your tope recorder is set up to give its best? Our 
latest triple purpose test cassette checks the three most important 
tape parameters without test equipment. Ideal when fitting new 
heads 

A professional quality, digitally mastered test tape at a p,re 
anyone can afford. 
Test Cassette TC I DD  Our price only £ 10.99. 

TECHNICAL BOOKSHELF 

Modern Books Selected to represent the state of the art toda> 

"THE ART Of LINEAR ELECTRONICS." 
J.L.Linsley Hood 
Just Outl Hot Off the Press, the definitive electronics and audio 
book by the renowned John Linsley Hood. This 300+ page book 
will give you an unparalleled insight into the workings of all 
types of valve and solid state audio circuits. Learn how to read 
circuit diagrams and understand amplifiers and how they are 
designed to give the best sound. The virtues and vices of passive 
and active components are examined and there are separate 
sections covering power supplies and the sources of noise and 
hum. As one would expect from this writer the history and 
derivation of audio amplifier circuitry have an entire chapter, as 
does test and measurement equipment. Copiously illustrated this 
book is incredible value for the amount of information it contains 
on the much neglected field of linear, as opposed to digital, 
electronics. Indeed it must be destined to become the standard 
reference for all who work, or are interested in, this field. 

SPECIAL OFFER. With each book purchased you may reques' 
a FREE extended index, written by the Author, exclusively from 
HART. 
07806-0868-4.   £16.95 

Don't forget most of our kits have reprints of articles by John 
Linsley Hood that you can purchase separately 

"THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK" Vance 
Dickason. (4th Edn ) 

All the information you need to build the loudspeaker system you 
have always wanted but could not afford. Easy ways to pick the 
exact box size, the ideal drivers, and the correct way to feed the 
music to your new super loudspeaker system. Over 140 pages 
packed with important design data. 

1991. 152 Pages. 
096244 91-7-6   £22.95 

"THE ART OF SOLDERING" 
R Brewster. 
Absolutely essential reading for anyone who ever picks up a 
soldering iron. Written from knowledge gained in a lifetime in 
the field, this is the first book ever solely devoted to this essential 
and neglected skill for all electronic enthusiasts. Covers 
everything from the correct choice of soldering iron and solder 
the correct procedures to follow with many illustrations and 
practical exercises. 
0-85935-324-3   £3.93 

eleudiet krewe. ete 9cil.de« "iige  
"THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER." 
D.T.N.Williamson. 
In April 1947, Williamson's power amplifier, using excellent-
quality push/pull output valves, a special output transformer, 
and a highly filtered power supply, became an overnight 
success. The author takes the reader deep into his design 
considerations, offering practical advise on how to build the 
units plus concise instructions on setting up the new 
amp. A cult classic. 

1947, Reprinted 1990. 40 Pages 
• 

09624-1918-4   £6.95 

LOUDSPEAKERS; THE WHY AND HOW Of GOOD 
REPRODUCTION. G.A.Briggs This easy-to-read classic, last 
revised in 1949, introduces the reader to concepts such as 
impedance, phons and decibels, frequency response, repasse 
curves, volume and watts, resonance and vibration, cabinets 
and baffles, horns, room acoustics, transients, crossovers, 
negative feedback, Doppler and phase effects, and much more 
A provocative survey of the right questions about sound 
reproduction. 

Send or phone for your copy of our FREE list of these and many other Kits & Components. Enquires from Overseas customers are equally welcome, but PLEASE send 2 
IRCs if you want a list sent surface post, or 5 for Airmail. Ordering is easy. Just write or telephone your requirements to sample the friendly and efficient HART 
services. Payment by cheque, cash or credit cord. A telephoned order with your credit cord number will get your order on its way to you THAT DAY. 
Please add part cost of carriage and insurance os follows: INLAND Orders up to £20 - £ 1.50, Order over £20 - £3.50. Express 
Courier, next working day £ 10. OVERSEAS - Pleas* see the ordering information with our lists. 

1 

QUALITY 
AUDIO KITS 

24hrs. SALES LINE 
0691 652894 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

UK/ EC VAT 
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THE CROSSOVER 

Cl 

TREBLE 

BASS 

Li 

L2 

C2a 

C2b 

R1 

R2 

Because of the way the KLS5's 
transmission line has to be fitted into the 
compact cabinet, the tweeter is mounted 
below the main Aerogel bass/mid driver. 
In this situation, it's normally necessary to 
'lobe' the loudspeakers output towards 
the listener, otherwise a large proportion 
of the output from the tweeter would be 
firing at the floor or the ceiling. This is 
possible using third order filters, which 
although more complex, have other 
advantages. These include a faster roll-off 

)TWO 
25M0 

HM 
170 
ZO 

rate which improves power handling as 
well a giving less 'overlap' between the 
two units, which can cause phase 
cancellations through the vertical axis. 

The third order section for the treble 
arm of the crossover comprises a 
capacitor-inductor-capacitor circuit (Cl- 
L I -C2), the values selected to provide a 
smooth response with the -3dB crossover 
point being 2kHz. Because the tweeter is 
slightly more sensitive, resistor RI is used 
to attenuate it down to match the 

midrange output from the bass/mid 
driver. R2 is connected in parallel across 
the driver terminals to damp the 
impedance curve through the midrange, 
and provide a smooth and 
predominantly resistive load that makes 
them exceptionally easy for all ampl fiers 
to drive, including low power, 
feedbackless, single-ended designs. 
The crossover for the bass/mid unit 

again makes use of the parallel 
connected 22f2 resistor to damp 
impedance rise caused by the voice coil 
inductance. 

A near field plot shows good integration 

between the HDA mid-range and fabric 

dome tweeter. 

[—Frequency Response 

+5 
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We have every right to be 
inordinatery proud of our kits 
sure hat the finished artic,, 
equált appraised by its build. 
models age designed for easy d ' 
as well ae for excellence ol sound, w.thout 
any cpmpronase n either direction. Our 
desom as to become ore of Me major suppliers 
of all he •ery best lit ti products to the DIY enthusiasts of Greater 
Europe 

MAIL ORDER 
The Soeaaer oompany offer a fast and efficient mail order service 
Simply call us on 0625 500507 and quote your Credit Card deatails 
and your cider 
Our daily dispatch service will ensure that your well packed goods 
will arrue safel.r and elticeintly to you 
Delivery Charges E4.00 
overnightt6.00 • please slate at time of order 

Speaker Kits  
Jaguar Standard Kit £235pr 
This kit contairs everyhting you need to build the speakers 
except the cabinets. 

2 x RCF L5/090 Bass mid drivers, 2 x RCF TWT/E Titanium 
dome Tweeters, assembled Bi-wired crossovers, 2 x F 469 

F connect on panels. I metre A101 wadding, 6 x FT 
57 Fo damping panels, 2 x reflex tubes, 8 x Grill studs, 

Speaker cloth Full set of instructions and plans 

Deluxe Kit £31 5pr 
As above but inc:udes cabinet kits machined from 25mm 

MDF fully , ebated for ease of construction 

Tornado Standard Kit £275pr 
This kit contains everything you need to build the speakers 
except she cabinets. 

2 x 4CF Lk/093 Bass mid drivers, 2 x RCF TWT/E Titanium 
dome Tweeters, assembled Bi-wired crossovers, 2 o F 469 
F Bi-wire connection panels, 2.5 metres A101 wadding, 12 

x 57 Fa damping panels, 4 x reflex tubes, 8 x Grill studs, 
Speaker cloth, Full set of instructions and plans. 

Deluxe Kit £385 pr 
As above but includes cabinet kits machined from 25 mm 

MDF fully reba:ed for ease of construction 

RPD 10 £615 pr 
10' Precison Devices Bass driver coupled with a 1" 
compression driver and CD horn wits a high quality passive 

crossover and Deflex panels. This speaker has ultimate 
speed tor precise reproductionof all types of music. 
Trapezoida' cabinet. 

HPD 10 £745pr 
As above but with horn loaded cabinet for ultra low bass 
reproduction which leaves nothing to the imagination. 

Cabinets corne assembled due to the complexity of the 
design 

101 MONITOR £240pr 
This speaker is well known to all. It uses KEF drive units 
B101 B ard T27 A combined in a small infinite baffle 

cabinet of only 7 Litres with a high quality crossover 

incorporating electronic protection S-stop this is one of the 

best near field monitors available built in 25mm MDF. 

& Construction 
Everything you need to build High 

Quality loudspeakers, be they for 
High Fidelity reproduction or for 
Professional P.A applications 

DTM1 MONITOR 
This speaker combines the latest of the new technologies from Morel and 
Spectra Dynamics. Available only as a Deluxe kit and contains every king 

you will require to build a superb set o' monitors. 

95 
pair 

BOSS MONITAU 
A small infinite baffle trapezoidal cabinet with a top mounted MOREL 

neodiniyum dome tweeter and 5" bass mid unit. This Speaker has amazing 
imaging and should be placed close to the wall to achieve optimum results. 

Stockists of 

• ALTAI • ALTEC LANSING • AUDAX • pAD • 

• CELESTION • DESIGN REFERENCE • EMINENCE • 

• KEF • MACROM • MOREL • MOTOROLA • 

• PRECISION DEVICES • RCF • RCL • SEAS • 

• SPECTRA DYNAMICS • VOLT • 

All prices include V.A.T 

Unit Ç 
Waterside Mill 

Waterside Macclesfield • 

Chesire SKI I 7HG 

0625 500507 
0625 500508 
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CONSTRUCTION 
Building the KLS5s is fairly straight 
forward, as can be seen from the diagram 
below. I recommend you build them up 
on one side, leaving the back off to allow 
them to be lined with carpet felt and 
stuffed with long hair wool easily. The 
wood is thick enough to hold together 

strongly w:th just Evostick Resin Wood 
glue, but can be pinned or screwed 
together to hold the panels true. 

The surface directly behind the bass 
unit and all of the surfaces in the top 
chamber should be lined with carpet felt 
to absorb reflections that would 

otherwise pass back through the driver. 
The transmission line needs to be filled 
quite heavily with long hair wool, around 
250gm teased out and graduated so that 
it's most dense behind the driver and 
tapers out towards the end of the line. 

400 

400 
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0147 
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074 

132 

200 

LEFT SPEAKER 
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0147 
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200 

400 
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400 

FRONT 

300 

18  300  

300 
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The loudspeakers are handed for improved imaging qualities. 

When listening, the tweeters should be on the inside edges. 
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WOLLATON 
itelleD•1•0 

XLO FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR 

Whether you are building equipment from scratch, or upgrading 
existing equipment then XLO wiring will improve the performance. 
Also available are the XLO chassis mount phono and the XLR 
connectors, and the speaker binding posts. 

Cables and wires. 
PRO 100 interconnect 
PRO 150 interconnect 
PRO 625 speaker cable 
PRO PL1000 mains cable 
REF PL10 main cable 

PRO 16P• Chassis hook up wire 
REF 16r Chassis hook up wire 

Connectors 
Neutrik gold plated XLR male 

Neutrik gold plated XLR female 
XLO pro phono plugs (4 pack) 
XLO ref phono plugs (4 pack) 
XLO spade plugs (4 pack) 

XLO Signature XLR chassis mount (2 pack) 
XLO Signature XLR chassis mount 
XLO BNC connectors (2 pack) 

£5.50 per foot 
£3.00 perfoot 
£1.25 per foot 

£12.00 per foot 
£25.00 per foot 
£1.00 per foot 

£10.00 per foot 

£6.00 
£7.00 

£25.00 
£44.00 
£13.00 
£28.00 
£28.00 
£16.00 

" Note that the chassis wire is excellent for loudspeakers internal 
wiring or to replace the jumper connectors used when Bi-wire 

speakers are used in single wire mode. When using the wire to carry 
signais of less that 100hz a double run should be used. 
High quality preamps should be wired with 16T. 

WOLLATON AUDIO - TEL/FAX: 0602 284147 

Get on our list - 
to get doser to this list. 

• MIT MultiCap • Wonder Cap • Kimber Kap • Solo • Hovland MusiCap • Solen • Siemens 
• Wima • Holco • Rel-Cap • Draloric • IRC • Allen-Bradley • Jensen • Resista • Vishay • Mills 

• Caddock • Matsushita • TKD • Noble • Cardas • Kimber Kable • van den Hul • Discovery 

• Audioquest • MIT • Alps • Boums • Shallco • Elma • Electroswitch • Nichicon • Gold Aero 
• RAM • Mallory • Panasonic HFO • Nichicon • Elsa • N.O.S. • Ruby Tubes* UltraAnalog 

• Burr-Brown • Crystal • Linear Technology • Analog Devices • Edison Phce • Motorola • UCC 
• International Rectifier • Hitachi • MagneQuest • Sonic Frontiers • Pearl • Tube Sockets 

• WBT • Neutrik • Sound Coat • Curcio Audio Engineering • Assemblage and other kits 
And it's growing and growing. To order The Parts Connection 1995 Catalog & Resource 

Guide, send £7 and mailing information. You'll also receive a Discount Coupon worth $ 10 
off a purchase over $ 100 or $25 off a purchase over $250' as well as The Breadboard 
bulletin to keep you updated on our latest news, information and growth spurts. 

or $ 10 US. or [redit tard allonnat,on 

'catalogue discounts are in US Dollars 

;4, 
THE PARTS 
CONNECTION• 
A bylal(1•41 CI 

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville 
Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4 

Toll Free Order Line 1-800-769-0747 
(U.S. & Canada only) 

Tel (905) 829-5858 Fax (905) 829-5388 

41. 3111C 

sjs electroacoustics 
i4ete,cataket Put via 

et'« ei.etibet tectgaletetout 

theelee okkewe otage kie 
We are proud to announce our new interstage coupling transformers. These carefully 
designed and built products are in responce to requests from our customers for quality 
transformers with which to dnve output valves. The transformers have a wide flat 
frequency response and excellent sonic characteristics. The two initial designs have been 
based around using the following valve types for drivers: 5687, E182CC, 417A, parallel 
ECC82. Designed around a 15mA primary current, approx 3K5 anode impedence and 
slight step up ratios, they can be used with a large range of output valves, including: 211. 
845, 300B, 6080, 2A3 etc. We currently have available: 

it101 1:1.5 ratio for SE output £158 per pair 
it102 1:1 ratio for SE output £148 per pair 
it2o1 1:1.5 + 1.5 for PP output £168 per pair 
it202 1:1 + 1 for PP output £159per pair 

We also have new additions to our range of high quality output transformers 

Single Ended Output Transformers 
type primary Z max dc 
se107 2K5 70mA 

Push Pull Output Transformers 
fYfx9 a to a Z max dc 
pp 108 3K3 70mA 
pp 108 5K0 100mA 
pp 110 680 70mA 

max power suggested valve type price ( inc) 
20W 6080 £48.18 

max power suggested valve type 
20W 6080 
30W 300B 
25W 5881 

price ( inc) 
£58.95 
£64.87 
£59.87 

All the above can be supplied fully shrouded, open frame or drop through as required. 
Please enquire about any requirements not listed here. A large range of mains 
transformers and power supply chokes is also available. Full "sets' for amplifiers can be 
supplied: 

Set 1: suitable for a push-pull 5881 kit: 2x0TX, 1xChoke, 1xMains for £ 190 
Set 2: suitable for a push-pull 30013 kit. 2x0TX, 2xChoke,2xinterstage. 1xMains for £380 
Set 3: suitable for a single ended 300B kit: 2x0TX, 1xChoke, 1xMains for £220 

We also supply a full range of quality parts including: Black Gates caps, polypropelene 
power supply caps, Vitamin 0 caps, silver wire, resistors, speakers, Alps pots, advice and 
lots more  

Finally we will have a valve phono stage kit available for late February, this will be an 
excellent MM to line level phono stage, with optical MC stepup transformers. The full kit 
will include pcb, components, casework, valves and shipping; and will sell for only £360 
for the mm version. 

Export and Trade Enquires welcome. 
For further information and a catalogue send an A4 or AS SSAE (38p) to: 

sis electroacoustics 
Ben-Dor, Lumb Carr Rd, Holcombe, Bury, BL8 4NN. 

Seas Loudspeakers 

Seas P21REX 
At SEAS, we take pride in working according to the 

highest standard, we put a lot of effort into speaker 
design, using materials and techniques which give the 
best audible results even if this means time consuming 
and painstaking production processes. Many critical 
parts are produced in-house some of which made by 
special purpose machinery designed and built by Seas 
Quality is a key word in every aspect of our activity. 
We monitor the quality of the parts and materials which 
we purchase, and of the parts and operations made in-

house. We use sophisticated equipment and highly 
trained and experienced personnel to check that our 
finished products meet their specifications. 
U.K. Trade Distribution: 

Radio Components Ltd., 428 Whippendell Road, 
Watford, Herts. 

Tel: 0923 - 250665 Fax: 0923 - 250188 
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PARTS LIST 

DRIVERS 

Tweeter 

Bass/mid 

CROSSOVER 

Capacitors 

CI 

C2a 

C2b 

C3 

Inductors 

L I 

L2 

L3 

Audax TVV025M0 

Audax HM170Z0 

8p F Solen 

I 6pF 50V Alcap 

4pF Solen 

20pF 50V Alcap 

0.47mH air core 

(0.56mm wire for 0.9e DCR) 

I . 1mH air core 

(0.71 mm wire for 1.2S2 DCR) 

0.ImH air core 

(0.56mm wire for 0.4û DCR) 

Resistors 

RI 

R2 

R3 

2.21I 3W W\A/ 

22f1 5W VVW 

220 5W WW 

SOUND QUALITY by David Price 

If you've ever experienced the Rolling 
Stones live and survived, you'll know 
what I mean when I say the KLS5s are 
exciting to listen to. Indeed, it was the 
aforementioned godfathers of rock 
that I auditioned them with. 'Start Me 
Up' is a song that spawned a 
thousand imitators (Primal Scream, 
you know who you are), and with the 
KLS5s you can see why - they jumped 
into the song with fantastic verve. 

These loudspeakers sound highly 
involving. They certainly captured 
those classic Stones riffs with real 
power, projecting Mick'n'Keef s magic 
forcibly into the room. Charlie's 
rhythms were powered out in a raw 
yet couth fashion, wholeheartedly 
convincing me it was music I was 
listening to, pure and simple. 

One of the most pleasing aspects 
of KLS5 was its cohesiveness. Black 
Uhuru's ' Emotional Slaughter' proved 
that in the face of complex, bass 
driven passages, these 'speakers 
remained utterly composed and 
together. They image very well toc, 
forward and completely out of the 
box. Rhythmically, they remind me of 
Linn Kans - super fast, with an almost 

euphonic portrayal of rhythms - foot-
tapping is compulsory. 

The bass on the KLS5 is ultra fast, 
well controlled and highly rhythmic. 
Although surprisingly well extended 
for the 'speaker's fairly diminutive 
proportions, the bass isn't going to 
break windows. Moving the KLS5s 
away from the walls out into the 
room provided an extra degree of 
force in the lower regions. It's often 
the other way round, but transmission 
line designs drive rooms best when 
they've got some room to breathe. 

The KLS5's downside is their 
fussiness - as they don't suffer fools 
gladly, if the partnering equipment is 
duff or the recording poor, they won't 
equivocate - they'll tell you. This 
means you'll need a smooth sounding 
front end and amplifier. Don't even 
think about cheap CD players! If that 
doesn't dissuade you, you might just 
find they're an essential purchase. 

Drive units available 
from World Audio 

Design - see page P. 85 
in main issue. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The KLS5s have a smooth response, shown 

in the plot below. There is a slight peak in 

the midband around I kHz, but it is narrow 

and only peaks by I dB, so shouldn't be a 

problem in subjective tests. The treble has 

been gently rolled off at the top end to 

avoid brittleness or harshness with CD 

players and give it a sweeter balance. 

Bass appears to roll off quite early, but 

the transmission line vents backwards so a 

lot of its output is lost with the microphone 

positioned close to the front of the 

'speaker, where best midrange-treble detail 

can be resolved. All the same KLS5, 

because of its compact dimensions, doesn't 

have earth shattering bass. It rolls off gently, 

so although not strong, will go deep. 

One of the great advantages of 

transmission line 'speakers is the highly 

damped impedance curve. Impedance varies 

little across the entire spectrum, giving 

them an especially flat impedance curve. 

This, along with their higher than awerage 

sensitivity of 88dB makes them an easy 

Impedance 

8. 

o 
0.5 10 20 50 100 1 k 20 

Very flat impedance curve. 

load, especially suitable for zero feedback 

valve amplifiers. Overall impedance 

measures 9.352. DB 

Frequency Response 

+5« 

o 

2 

Smooth response. 

20k 
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LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD 
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES, TUBES AND SEMI-CONDUCTORS AND I C S 

PHONE 1 MAYO ROAD • CROYDON • SURREY CRO 2QP FAX 
0181 684 1166 24 HOURS EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS 0181 684 3056 

A selection of our stocks of New Original Mullard - Brimar audio types made in UK. 

STANDARD TYPES 

ECC81 MULLARD 
ECC82 MULLARD 

ECC88 MULLARD 
ECH8 1 MULLARD 

ECL82 MULLARD 

ECL86 t•ALJ LLARD 
EF86 MULLARD 

EL84 MULLARD 
GZ32 /•AL.J LLARD 
GZ34 LLARD 

6SL7GT BRIMAR 
6SN7GT BRIMAR 

6V6GT BRIMAR 

6.00 
6_00 

6_00 
3.00 

3.50 
3_50 

7.50 
6.00 
8.50 

15.00 
4.50 

4-.50 

4.25 

SPECIAL QUALITY TYPES 

E88CC - GOLD PIN MULLARD 
E188CC - GOLD MULLARD 

ECC81 - M8162 / CV4024 MULLARD 

ECC81 - 6201 / GOLD PIN MULLARD 

ECC82 - M8136 / CV4003 MULLARD 

ECC83 - M8137 / CV4004 BRIMAR 

AMERICAN TYPES 

6L6GC GE 
12AX7A GE 
6146B GE 
12BY7A GE 

12.50 
7.00 
15.00 
7.00 

6550A 

7581A 

6L6WGB 

8.50 
8.50 

6.50 

8.50 

6.50 

6.50 

17.50 

15.00 

8.50 

VISA 

THESE ARE A SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK OF OVER 600 TYPES. PLEASE CALL OR FAX AN IMMEDIATE 
QUOTATION ON ANY TYPES NOT USTED. WE ARE ONE OF THE LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF VALVES IN THE UK. 

SAME DAY DESPATCH VISA/ACCESS ACCEPTABLE. OBSOLETE TYPE A SPECIALITY. 

OPEN TO CALLERS MON.-FRI. 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY 
P&P 1-3 VALVES £2.00, 4-6 VALVES £3.00 17.5% VAT TO TOTAL INC P+P 

Access 

BD ELECTRONICS 
9 SCRIPT/ON GILL, BRANDON, DURHAM, DH7 880 

TEL/FAX: 0191 3780193 
TANGO OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
(THE HEART OF THE WORLDS BEST AMPLIFIERS) 
SECONDARY IMP 4,8,16 OHMS 

MODEL NO. WATTS PIMP FRED. RESPONSE APPLICATION PRICE 
X- 10S SE 40W 10K 20Hz - 55KHz -2dB 211,845, VT4C 713.00 
X-2.7S SE 40W 2.7K 15Hz - 80KHz -2dB 300B, 2A3 678.00 
XE60-2.5 SE 30W 2.5K 20Hz - 100KHz -2dB 300B, 2A3 455.00 
X-3.5P PP 120W 3.5K 4Hz - 100KHz -1dB 300B, (788 678.00 
XE 60-5 PP 60W 5K 4Hz - 80KHz -1dB 6L6GC, KT88 480.00 
XE 603.5 PP 60W 3.5K 4Hz - 100KHz -1dB EL34, 6550A 455.00 

1111ENTTPEs AVAILABLE ON NEOUEIT 

BLACKGATE CAPACITORS 
VALUE SERIES APPLICATION PRICE 
2200u F 35V FK PSU TOTAL DISTORTION -150dB OR 33.60 
10000uF 63V FK LESS. COMPARABLE WITH HIGH 137.00 
10000uF 100V K PERFORMANCE FILM CAPS 180.20 
47uF e 500V SKZ VALVE PSU 52.50 
100uF x2 500V SKZ VALVE PSU 82.00 
2200uf 100V BG N VERY LOW ESR, NON POLARISED USE IN 230.00 
4700uF 35V BG N PAIRS IN L-CANCEL PAIR CONFIGURATION 110.00 
1000uF 25V BG NX FOR VERY LOW NOISE 22.50 
680uF 35V BG NX POWER SUPPLIES 24.50 

TUBES (NOS, 0. Boxes) MISCELLANEOUS 
RING FOR AVAILABILITY) 

TYPE MAKE PRICE VALUE INFO PRICE 
GZ34 MULLARD 30.00 10000uF 40V PHILIPS LOW ESR HIGH 9.90 
EL34 MULLARD 30.00 4700uF 40V RIPPLE CURRENT CAPS 6.35 
E8OCC MULLARD 6/PIN 30.00 10000uF 63V PHILIPS COMPUTER 17.25 
E8OF MULLARD G/PIN 15.00 33000uF 63V GRADE CAPACTORS 27.85 
ECC88 BRIMAR 4.00 NEUTRIK XLR PANEL PLUG 3-WAY G/PLATED PINS 2.75 
W3OB VAIC NEW 300B 264.00 NEUTRIK XLII PANEL SKI 3-WAY GIPLATED PINS 4.20 

NEUTRIK FREE PLUG 3-WAY G/PLATED PINS 3.50 

CABLE & SOLDER TERMINALS NEUTRIK FREE SOCKET 3-WAY GRATED PINS 4.00 

19 STRANDED 12AWG Ag PLATED OFC SILVER PLATED MC-OFC (BLACK) 5.50/Ft 
19 STRANDED 16AWG Ag PLATED OFC SILVER PLATED MC-OFC (BLACK) 3.50/Ft 
KIMBER AGSS SILVER CABLE 19AWG 99.9999% SILVER TEFLON COATED - NOTHING BETTER 19.00Ft 
INSULATED SOLDER TERMINALS M3 THREAD WITH 1um GOLD PLATED SOLDER PIN 1.50 

LANGE WIDE OF AMNIA MID 0111ER GOLD PEALED CONNECTORS IN CATALOGUE 

ADD £2 SO DEL VERY AND THEN VAT TO ORDERS 
RING FOR FULL CATALOGUE OF HIGH GRADE AUDIO COMPONENTS, NELITRIK. DELTRON. LARGE SELECTION OF 

GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS XIS. PHONO. Imm, MULTICONTACT SEMICONDUCTORS. SOLDER, ETC. 

BORBELY AUDIO 
is dedicated to supply high quality audio components to thL audio 

amateur commiolihr and to OF M cw;tomers. 

You are only a phone call or a fax message away from the 
following high quality components and KITs: 

COMPONENTS: 

Low-noise complementary JFETs 

TO-3P Power MOSFETs 

ROEDERSTEIN/Resista resistors 

TANTAL resistors 

Stepped attenuators 

ALPS, NOBLE, TKD potentiometers 

ROEDERSTEN/RIFA Electrolytics 

PREAMPLIFIER KITs: 

Phono preamps 

Line amps 

Buffers 

Crossovers for active speakers 

Power supplies 

POWER AMPLIFIERS KITs 

SERVO-50 

ROEDERSTEIN/RIFA /WIMA polyprop. caps DC-50 

ELMA Gold plated switches DC-102 

RCA and XLR connectors 

Cables, Relays 

Tubes and tube sockets 

DC-200 

DC protection circuit 

Output boards for TO-3P MOSFETs 

LOW-COST KITs 

TUBE KITs 

and many more. 

Please send two International Reply Coupons (available at 
your post office) for our price list, or DM24 for our complete 
KIT info package. 

OEM customers please send for quantity quote. 

We accept VISA and MC/EUROCARD 

BORBELY AUDIO 
Melchior langer Strasse 34A 
82205 Gilching, Germany 

Tel: +49/8105/5291 Fax: +49/8105/24605 (24h) 
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KNOW YOUR PREAMP VALVES 

KNOW YOUR PREAMP 

VALVES 
Selecting a valve for use in a preamplifier can be a daunting task, especially with so many 

to choose from. Andy Grove explains why and where to use nine of the most commonly 

available preamplifier tubes. 

After a rather detailed explanation as to 
why I had selected a particular valve to 
use in a preamp, I was met with a blank 
expression and the reply - "the only way 
to design an amp is to plug in different 
valves and try ft". You can do this with 
valves - being robust they won't blow up 
or burn out and, unlike transistors they 
will work under horrendously adverse 
conditions. But this isn't any meaningful 
way of assessing them. Valves must be 
run under correct DC conditions and 
within relevant small signal (AC) 
conditions before their sonic properties 
can be validly assessed. Here's a look at 
the role of various common preamp 
valves, together with operating conditions. 

Before even buying any valves you 
need to scan the pages of your data 
books to find ones with the ELECTRICAL 
characteristics you are looking for. These 
comprise DC operating conditions and 
AC small signal parameters. My friend 
who listened by substitution wasn't 
considering either. A valve must be run 
within the manufacturer's specified DC 
conditions, notably anode volts, heater 
volts and, especially, grid bias, this last 
parameter intimately affecting AC 
performance. 

The AC "small signal parameters" are 
valid only under the DC conditions, but 

they are not usually 
met in the real 
world, because 
quite often they 
involve running the 
valve at its absolute 
maximum ratings. 
Remember that 
manufacturers 
would try to make 
their valves look as 
impressive as 
possible in an 
attempt to outsell 
their competitors. 
So expect to 
"interpret" quoted 
AC performance; it 
won't turn out 
exactly as specified. 

The small signal 
parameters for valves are gm - 
Transconductance (once called Mutual 
Conductance), p (mu) - Amplification 
Factor, and ra - Anode Resistance. From 
these it is possible to get a good idea of 
how the valve will perform. Really p, the 
amplification factor, is not strictly 
necessary because it is a product of gm 
and ra: p = gm x ra. It is usually included 
because ft makes life easier by simplifying 
some of the equations used to determine 

gain etc. 
Now we have listed 

the parameters, what do 
they mean? They are really 
all about the anode 
current la, in relation to 
the anode voltage Va and 
the grid bias voltage Vg: 
I) Transconductance, gm, 
describes what happens to 
la when Va is held 
constant and Vg is varied. 
2) Anode resistance, ra, 
describes what happens to 
la when Vg is held 
constant and Va is varied 
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The valve bases for each valve are shown at tne bottom 

of each description. They are viewed from beneath. 

Key: A - Anode, G - Grid, K - Cathode, H - Heater, Hct 

- Heater centre tap, S - Screen 

ANODE FOLLOWER CATHODE FOLLOWER 

HT HT 

output 
input 

input output 

The anode follower circuit arrangement is used where gain is needed 

from a stage, such as an active preamplifier, phono stage or the input 

stage of a power amp. The cathode follower has a gain of less than I, 

but ts high input impedance and low output impedance make it ideal 

as a low distortion buffer stage. 

(note that ra is the valve's internal 
resistance, not the anode load, 
denoted Ra). 

These parameters are used to find a 
valve's stage gain. The equation is: A = (p 
x Ra)/(ra + Ra) where A is gain and Ra is 
the anode load impedance, ra and p are 
as before. The anode load Ra could be a 
resistor, a transformer (inductive) or 
another valve (active load), as in a 
cascode stage. - 

The small signal parameters are AC 
parameters. They describe VARIATIONS 
in voltage and current and should not be 
confused with the valve's DC operating 
conditions. Also the words "Small Signal" 
are important, this phrase is the electronic 
engineer's way of describing the 
mathematical term "e" (lower case deb), 
a vanishingly small variation. Larger real 
world signals can alter parameters gm and 
ra, and also that they will continuously 
change over the AC cycle. This of course 
means that the gain of the valve alters 
with the signal. There is a term for this - 
nonlinearity. 

HI-FI WORLD SUPPLEMENT 
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KNOW YOUR PREAMP VALVES 

ECC81/12AT7 

The ECC8 I is a double triode on a B9A 
base with 12.6V/6.3V series/parallel 
heater. It didn't really catch on as an audio 
valve, and in the data books â is actually 
listed as a VHF type. hts highish mutual 
conductance of 5.5mAN together with its 
high amplification factor make it ideal as a 
cathode follower or cathode coupled 
phase splitter. 

The ECC81 has a much higher gm 
than an '83 so gains in the region of 40 
can be achieved with a single section, 
even though it's p is only 55. The '8 will 
also work well as a cascode or at low 
voltages (Va=75V) and its noise is low. 
The lowered anode impedance allows a 
better HF response than the '83 and 
better drive capability. Linearity isn't really 
this valve's forté though so 1 wouldn't 
recommend it in very high level 
applications such as driving power triodes. 

The sound quality is like a chrome 
plated version of the ECC83, with a 
bright, almost metallic upper midrange 
and much less of the '83s warmth. Some 
people like it, I don't. Amplifiers with 
ECC81s include Tube Technology and 
Beard. 

Equivalents: 
I 2AT7 - USA, 6201 - USA mil version, 
6060 SQ version, B309 - GEC. The 
ECC85 is very similar but has a different 
pinout 

Characteristics: 
p55, gm=5.5mA/V, ra=10k 
at Va= 250V, la=10mA, Vg=-2V 
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ECC82/12AU7 

The ECC82 is again a double triode with 
series/parallel heaters and a B9A base. In 
fact the ECC81, ECC82 and ECC83 are 
all exactly the same valve, but with varying 
electrode spacing and grid pitch to 
achieve the different characteristics. The 
ECC82 is intended as a low impedance 
driver valve. Gains of around 12 are 
typical for a single stage, but more can 
usually be squeezed out if needed. 

The '82 can deliver quite large 
currents at low anode voltages, making it 
useful as a cathode follower when a small 
amount of power is needed to drive the 
output stage. As a simple anode follower 
the '82 often finds itself as the last stage in 
preamps or as a driver for parallel-pair 
output stages. It is also sometimes used as 
a phase splitter/driver. If used in cathode 
coupled configuration, anode resistors 
must be adjusted to obtain balance. 

Sound quality can vary depending on 
which type is used and of course how it is 
used. Generally it has quite a dull, 
unexciting sound, but this could be 
viewed as a lack of colouration. The 
ECC82, like the ECC83, is used by a lot 
of manufacturers, Audio Innovations and 
Border Patrol are good examples. 

Equivalents: 
I 2AU7 - USA, 6067 - SQ version, B329 - 
GEC, 58I4A mil version, 61 89W mil 
version. 

Characteristics: 
p=17, gm=2.2mAN, ra=7.7k 
at Va=250V, la= I 0.5mA, Vg=-8.5V 
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ECC83/12AX7 

This has to be the most widely used 
modem low leve: valve known to man. A 
double triode with 12.6V/6.3V 
series/parallel heater, B9A base and high 
amplification factor make it convenient to 
use in a wide variety of applications. Gains 
of 60 to 70 in one stage can quite easily 
be achieved. This allows one section of an 
'83 to replace a pentode in a lot of 
circuits, leaving the other section free for 
some 'other use. 

The very high gain of this valve also 
makes it ideal for cathode coupled phase 
splitters, ensuring accurate balance. The 
Mullard 5-20 used one for exactly this 
reason. The valve is quite linear, but 
because of its high impedance it doesn't 
accept high input/output signal levels. A 
good ECC83 has a warm, smooth sound, 
really valvey sounding - the Sovtek ones 
really excel. 

Noise may be a problem in MC stages 
because of its rather low gm. I won't 
bother listing who uses ECC83s because 
there isn't enough room in the magazine! 

Equivalents: 
7025 - a selected version for audio, 
I 2AX7-USA, B339-GEC, 6057 - SQ 
version and 6L 13 - Mazda. Type 5751 is 
similar but not identical, type 6EU7 
identical electrically, but has a different 
pinout. 

Characteristics: 
p=100, gm=1.6mAN, ra=62.5k 
at Va=250V, la= I .2mA, Vg=-2V 
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ECC88/6DJ8 

The ECC88 is a double triode on a B9A 
base, with 6.3V only heaters and an 
internal screen. This is a special type of 
valve called a "Frame Grid Triode" so 
called because the grid is tightly stretched 
over a rectangular frame to allow very 
close spacing of the electrodes and hence 
the high gm. 

Most ECC88s are INCREDIBLY 
microphonic! The very close spacing of 
anode-grid-cathode also means that the 
maximum voltage they can be used at is 
very limited or damage may occur. 
Standard ECC88s are almost exclusively 
used for preamps where they (if you 
know the right ones to use to avoid 
microphony) are very low noise, suftable 
for MC stages. The Sovtek 6922 howeve-
is useful as a driver valve as it has a higher 
voltage rating and anode dissipation. 

Sound quality is very variable, some 
are horribly grainy, others mechanical, but 
some are crystal clear and smooth. The 
Telefunken E88CC is good, as is the 
Sovtek 6922 we use. ECC88s are very 
popular in the USA, espec.ally with Audio 
Research and Conrad Johnson. 

Equivalents: 
6922 - mil spec, 6DJ8 - USA and 7308 - 
mil spec. The ECCI89 is also very similar 
but with a slightly lower anode 
impedance. 

Characteristics: 
p=33, gm=12.5mAN, ra=2.65k 
at Va=90V, la=15mA, Vg=- I.2V 
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12AY7/6072 

This valve is similar to the ECC83 and has 
the same heaters/pinout. Ft was intended 
as a low noise preamp valve for audio use 
and as such ft is excellent. Its 
characteristics are just about ideal for 
preamp applications, a gain of around 30 
is typical for one stage and with a 
reasonably low output impedance. 

Microphony on a good example is just 
about nonexistent, noise is low but an 
ECC88/6922 will win in the end due to its 
"brute force" gm. It would be sacrilege to 
use a I 2AY7 as a driver valve, there are 
valves which are much better at being 
forceful. When used as intended though 
this particular valve has a rich, smooth and 
open sound which is very hard to beat 

The 6072 version is the high 
reliability/ruggedised military version and 
in my opinion lt wins over its commercial 
cousin in the sound stakes, being slightly 
clearer and more coherent The I 2AY7 is 
slightly softer and more euphonic. The 
only people I know using the 607211 2AY7 
are AudioNote and World Audio Design 
(in our 300B amplifier). The only problem 
with these valves is their price. Although 
not stratospheric, they are more 
expensive than the plain old '83. Stock 
levels are high butl wish someone would 
start making ft again. 

Equivalents: 
6072 and 12AY7I 

Characteristics: 
p=40, gm= 1 .75mAN, ra=22.8k 
at Va=250V, la=3mA, Vg=-4V 
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12113H7/A 

The 12BH7 again has the series/parallel 
heaters and basing/pinout of the 
ECC81/2/3 type valves. Designed for use 
as a vertical deflection amplifier in TVs, its 
main application in audio is as a high 
powered driver valve. ht looks like an 
ECC82 that's taken an overdose of 
anabolic steroids and spent too long in 
the gym. The advantage with the 12BH7 
is its anode dissipation of 3.5W and 
maximum anode voltage of over 300V. It 
can also deliver a lot of current (essential 
for deflection amplifiers) at Vg=0 making 
it a good choice for cathode followers. 

To supply the very high voltage drive 
requirement of their distributed loading 
output stage McIntosh use I 2BH7s with 
bootstrapped anode load resistors. 
Conrad Johnson and Audio Research also 
use them for similar reasons. The large 
voltage swing capability and low 
impedance make it a contender for 
driving triode output stages, although 
there are better, more linear valves. 

As the 2BH7 can be used in such a 
variety of ways it is difficult to pin down 
its sound. In circuits I have tried it in 
though it sounds much like "an ECC82 
with boots on". 

Equivalents: 
I couldn't find any equivalents but the 
12131-i7/A is very common so supply will 
not be difficult. 

Characteristics: 
p=16.5, gm=3.1mAN, ra=5.3k 
at Va=250V, la=1 I .5mA, Vg=- I 0.5V 
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YES! 
Name 

Vacuum Tubes for Audio Are Back! 

Glass Audio brings together 
yesterday's tube with today's 
improved components,voltage control, 
and the exciting new Soviet tubes, 
to make smooth sound in your 

livingroom possible again! 

Please send my first issue of Glass Audio. I'll pay just $45.00 for six issues 
(1 year); $80.00 for 12 issues (2 years) of the best information on tubes to be found 
anywhere. I understand that my satisfaction is guaranteed! 

Street & Number  

City Postal Code 

Country REMIT IN US $ DRAWN ON A US BANK ONLY PRICE GOOD THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1995. 

We Accept MC/VISA. 

PO Box 176, Dept. HFWS, Peterborough, NH 03458-0176 USA 
Phone: (603) 924-9464 or FAX 24 hours a day (603) 924-9467 Glass Audio 

SPEAKER KITS FROM ¡PL ACOUSTICS 
Over a 8 year period I.P.L. ACOUSTICS have developed a range of high quality speaker kits, using the best 

units from SEAS, MOREL, AUDAX, and I.P.L. and have produced a comprehensive range of speakers which 
will compete with the most expensive of commercial designs. 

All speakers have biwired crossover kits containing high quality components and terminals. 

S5TL FOUR 
TRANSMISSION LINE TRANSMISSION 

LINE KITS 

PLUS KIT £323.00 
TOTAL KIT  £438.00 

TRANSMISSION LINE 
PLUS KITS  £166.00 - 
 £323 

M3TL 

TRANSMISSION LINE 
A2 H.D.A. 

AEROGEL KIT 
M2 

MINI-MONITOR 

PLUS KITS  £166.00 PLUS KIT  £185.00 PLUS KIT  £166.00 
TOTAL KIT  £225.00 TOTAL KIT  £250.00 

PRE-VENEERED CABINET NOW AVAILABLE Carriage charge extra on all kits 

If you would like further details please send £ 1.50 for 36 PAGE SPEAKER BUILDING CATALOGUE, comprising VALUABLE ADVICE on 
DESIGNING, BUILDING, and TESTING speakers and full technical specifications including response curves of eight kits, drive units, and 
details of SPECIALIST CABLES and ACCESSORIES. KITS FOR A.V. USE NOW AVAILABLE. 

I.P.L. Acoustics, 2 Laverton Road, Westbury, Wiltshire, BA13 3RS. Tel: 0373 823333 
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6SN7 

An Octal based double triode with 6.3V 
only heater, the 6SN7 ranks along with 
the ECC83 as one of the most popular 
valves of all time. A quick flick through the 
Radio Designer's Handbook shows its 
pages are littered with 6SN7s. It is one of 
the most linear valves of its class. A gain in 
the region of I 5 for one stage is normal. 

Generally noise and microphony are 
low, making this valve suitable in preamps 
as well as power amp driver stages and I 
would use it in place of an ECC82 in 
almost every application. The military used 
6SN7s by the truckload and had special 
versions made. There is even an uhtra high 
reliability version for missile and space 
applications - the 5692, famous for its 
bright red base, but don't try to buy any 
unless you've got a bulging wallet! 

The sound quality of most 6SN7s is 
excellent, but like wine tends to get 
mellower with age. The later 6SN7VVGB 
or STC types have a lean, clean sound. 
The earlier ones are slightly softer, but all 
have a very open, natural quality. The best 
known application of 6SN7s in the UK is 
in the Williamson amplifier, which used 
GEC B65s. 

Equivalents: 
B65 - GEC, 5692 - Mil, B36 - GEC with 
12.6V heater and 1251\17 - USA with 
I 2.6V heater. The 6CG7 is a 6SN7 on a 
B9A base. 

Characteristics: 
p=20, gm=2.6mAN, ra=7.7k 
at Va=250V, la=9mA, Vg=-8V 
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6SL7 

An Octal based high mu double tnode 
with 6.3V heater. Like the 6SN7 this valve 
has been around for a long time and 
there are quite a few versions to choose 
from. The 6SL7 would be used in similar 
applications to the ECC83, phase splitters, 
low level pr-eamp stages etc. Linearity is 
good but as with other high mu valves 
large vohtage swings aren't possible. As a 
driver it will perform better than an '83 
but not by much, its anode impedance is 
too high. 

Ahthough slightly less than that 
possible from an ECC83, a stage gain of 
around 50 is available from the 6SL7. 
Generally, microphony and excess noise 
are low but as its gm is low at 1.6mAN 
mc input stages aren't really practical 

There are military versions which are 
ruggedised, uhtra reliable and of course 
uhtra expensive. The 5691 is the missile 
silo/Cape Kennedy version and is 
regarded as the best example. Used in a 
lot of older American equipment the 
65L7 has a warm but very clear sound. 
The later versions have a different 
presentation to the older types as with 
the 6SN7. Modem 6SL7 users rnclude 
Cary and AudioNote 

Equivalents: 
569 I - Mil, 6SU7 - matched sections for 
differential use and 12SL7 - I 2.6V heater. 

Characteristics: 
=70, gm=1.6mAN, ra=44k 

at Va=250V, la=2.3mA, Vg=-2V 

EF86 

The EF86 is a low noise pentode on a 
B9A base. It is intended for audio and 
designed with internal bracing to el:minate 
microphony, and a helical heatedintermal 
screen to prevent hum. The pins are 
arranged to minimise leakage from the 
anode and heater to the input grid. 

Generally pentodes generate more 
noise than triodes because of the 
partitioning of current between the anode 
and screen grid. The EF86 has a special 
internal structure to minimise this 
problem, allowing high gain and low noise 
in a single valve. The gain available from a 
single EF86 will usually be in the 100 to 
200 range, though going for the 200 mark 
may present linearity and frequency 
response problems. 

The main use of this valve will be in 
the front ends of both preamps and 
power amps. There are some mega 
versions cf the EF86, namely the 
Telefunken EF804S and GEC 
Z729/CV4085 both of which are 
expensive. The EF86 was used as the 
input stage of many Mullard and GEC 
circuits, our K588I also uses one. 

Equivalents: 
6267 - USA, 6F22 - Mazda, Z729 - GEC 
and EF83. There are two similar valves, 
the 6BS7 and 6BR7 based on the 6J7, an 
octal pentode. These however have 
different pinouts and one has a top-cap. 

Characteristics: 
gm=1.85mAN, ra=2.5M 
at Va=250V, Vg2= I 40V, la=3mA, 
1g2=0.55mA, Vg1=-2V 
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Audio note 
122N IN MCI Vat teary Jamey let we nape 
KIT SIX X01 srpeanded 7/11 watts Class A. stereo chests, edected cost 
£499 Weeding valves and Vat 8ws0 be our entree or »gateway b 
angle-ended triode ass or rock ard roll, if you prefer Avadable 
Noember/Decenber 1994 

WM felt UMW ilARD-(IFFS. 
In mod hardwired owe angers its Is frequently Noce to get Me HT and herder rats property suspended and separated. safely and neatty from the chase ths espeady 
afar when Pang nee tang te reaty he voltage directly healed Nodes like 211. VTI-C, 843 849, 30111, DA100 etc When *rang deans Ike terns 
honed to ecorporaM a saran tryout horn the dart and Me AUDIO NOTE stand-offs shadd be net or less mandatory rn that context They are scene type with ante 
ended and ea a wrap-raund turned head' or the dne way version a separated solder *tooth en-de versa, 

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICFLIST 

he increase co nterest n J twigs single-ended. especially the tnode ao-
udad vanety rs now so gra that even Sr, mainstream vahe manufacturers 
re about to tcdow sud, so n you are Infant br a singée-ended product beware of 
he false prophet. nth speaks of tangs he de not believe in und 4 becomes 
Inane natant on earight necessary to nace a singleend ampler in 
he program So whether you are budding a single-ended amplifier yoursen. or 
»king to buy a manufactured dmile-ended product, please remember thanes 
g1010 NOTE, doe the huddle en industry hype about continual 
progress". brought the technology to the attenbon ol te press, public and 
emu' ado eery aide, not te cd add lent/tee buck to the purse, 
in because we trey behme that rt supenor way ol amplifying arry MS( 
pral and therefore deserves to be resurrected as the prelate technology la 
nyone sAo was the genuine earner's and beady of real min reproduced et 
he home 

low that we stand on Me bourairy of tles the brave 'new" wed of 1920's 
nary we note el Mere the number of manufacturers who haw 
manufactured Yee ampeers for many years but who on now have 
aware( the nue of Pe unleaded dap and Menthe pad have been 

the guest Proponents of the high power nth any" vahe amen vat& 
en, as they now for commercial gan Nara the world of Ngh loudspeaker 
Nancy and sangle-ended Inca amphfeahon and then draw your own 
ordeals about theu aunty and competence in overall knodedge of Ito 
Name> of Aude AUDIO NO11 were first and remains the last word en Sae 
ryakty d you appreciate muse property reproduced 

o enhance your ability to design and manta your am en wren of any 
I the ungle-ended out berm discussed, Medea new, we continue 
i nand 00*805 due the mod edam rue 010180896 query 
ançonents Pat the ecemong do-e-yoursed vahe amplrfer enthusiast can use 
o conduct any syngle-ended or (shame on you!) push pull unpin. deter 
Hale a pentode Alt of these pads are used In nnous modds of the 
unutactured ol the AUDIO NOTE veers these components lee 
rosily wean made terns Me ceramic rive bases with ether saben or coM 
tated pins, paper in al alumenufn lod sea capacitors, copper Aseer Sol sand 
apacres, Black Gate panne *Monk 140000,5 acacorrodychee seer 
older, copper and seer rued aude output transformers, nonmagnetic Wain 
nrstOrs, nemagred RCA and speaker Crane, cates and marry olfer useful 
a and pieces lor mgraeg old on consenting new aye artypers 

vies are soloing UK Vat a I 7 5%, de rf you he else the EEC UK Vat 
ril be added to your purchase, atter te addition of postage and padang costs 

Ile accept VISA. Mastercard Access, Deers. an] buses to pay thes way we vid 
eed your address card no with dad and nay des. you can also pay by 
ens draft. Poro cheque or cheques draw on a UN bank account Please note 
at ere is a minimum charge on credal card transactions 0115089 

eking rs normally about 14 days from recap' of cleared hoods be please allow 
p to 60 days tor sonne rams. d nol dock at the ane warder 

any of you reading thrs have possessron of any bons Mach contain Information 
avant to the suthect of Audio Deno and which woad be useful to share with (the. please let us bow ether by le os telephone, there ram award of £20 OD 
payable In vat or other bots. post he) to anybody who sends a a book whe 
opens useful reneon about vem ampler des e or theory 

CIRCUITS, VALVE OATA 0 IASIC MUCK INFONSIATI09. 
you would like some suggeshons din to Caseated due arourd. Men we 
hal be hapoy to prone you ath a end pack canning goal unit 

09438401. KEGONNASSN. KIRO.GAKU-ON pluS several otter pater ampler 
nuts arel 0e IV Tube pm-ample, which is Me bed pre- amplifier met we 
eye cone across NO send a stamped sal addessed 44-see ernielope together 
nth 5.00 pounds In small denominabon UK stemps. or d you live outside the UK 
IS $ 15.00 in $ bit nI do. please do not send Bankas Drafts in USE. 
emend Response Cameos or International money orders as they cost more 

to ash Man then value 

We can also apnea of data sheets foremost common used vanes. 
ECC82. ECC88/6922, 124Y7/60724 7025a 2AVVINECC33. 8567, 3. 
211/1074C. 845, EL34e6C.47. 243, 644, 5U4G. 6234/54R4. ELIN6805, 61401, 

5881/6L6W6C/4166. Again send a stamped sell addressed Al ernew 
together with fa 00 in small denominate stamps « tan* the UK another 
SS 1500 MI suffice 

ynce natant rue vas which pas a reasonable background to the sued of 
de ampler orat design Guy Adams and I have written and assembled a 
umber of articles and extracts from old books whch see soon background to 
tee select. do not expect to become an InstaM mad. but ihel serve as a usehi 
arena. for Me beginner as al as the more advanced./ have expanded es 
do-pack to rrede even more useful Information, so 4 you hm dready bough 
e old pack, nest sea C2 00 or USS 5 DO Fa de NI pack a small charge is 
Mae. Me erne 27 CO, In small denominate damps ah a stead self 
caressed envelope, or outsrde de UK please send OSO 25 00 

We do accept a UK cheque or bands de In Pound Steam lateens< 
chutes as wm pug convert the USE amounts to Stang at 51 Wroth Pound 
and then round up to neuest 85 00 

NEW ENNUT HMO TRIONf 
rs not every day tat you can announce the areal of a nee Mode the 
ourageous ennui:untanned and made in e Czech Republic by a brawl 
gag engineer, Nesa Vast the P/308 rs compete wade ea. emcee 
reed decay fade meld 30 - 50% hand power, As can be expected the 
0896 afoot be chap, at probably £300 00 each pie Vat LIN expediency ro 
arum tO hours at maximum power guaranteed for 2 hours or 1 year. Fri 
medications available on request, please endose a stamped addressed envelope 

sotmo Puna 
art pleased to announce tat Issue 7 a now In Joe Roberts re dandy getting 
no the sera of tens unv we almost one issue per 3 months not bad for a 

ore-mar-show' Issue 7 contains sono mal gems Me The Monte cf Hone, 
Mass Sumner Good Old Pads On The Fronber the NY3011 Suggested MORSE 
Cert, Junk Box Chokes and many other gems for audio amateurs cheatsates 
nd other such entrees, A good read As usual F5 00 pes a stampe 
ddressed envelope nl see 

POSITIVE FEEDBAC0. 
lane ha of feedback Mat we are not entirety ague, Poem Feedback is 
e dub 'rupee for Me Oregon Tnode Society with aspirations towards 
realness, not unlike Me area underground manna of the 1970's Ina 
warty publicann of any, controversial comnentary. Ay dhouse writers. 
embers as al as arious nasty doyens agendas ol muse, a.m. 
ethnology and Me quest for musical utistaction If« one. Mena an eaten 
sad and proves a good demand dew to most d tte established press wnich 
ends to a« the ere rah corned of dal new product is evadable men now 
about wring me perspective backwards Poste Feedbaci's West rssue is 
rat el> press and is available at EF 00 per rssue 

COMPLETE on. 

I the care moment tbe follovnra Ws are under development and shed be 
valable axing 1994, the sequence of Introduction nay be deferent from Me 
umber, we nave the KIT THREE wee for shopment now 

TT TOM 6550 single-ended. 15 watts Class 4 on a stereo chase, edected cost 
599.00 id Vat Oder/ Oct 1994 
IT THREE 3006 parallel single-eared. mono chassis. 1617 rat Oassbu cod 
1,450 00 Ind VA 
IT FOUR 6V6 depot 1 0 watts Class A. stereo nags, expected cost C179 CO 
Ad Vat. delivery Dec 1994 
IT FIVE 211 single-ended 15 watts Class A. mono chassis expected cost 

11 you are rube as to *Nether a lat proed sale la you. we sagest you 
spend £10.00 on buying te instneions tor Me KIT ONE. gale MOB Nana 
this alga you a good idea wlether a attract is fa your! you One to buy a 
kit en Me MO 00 MI be refunded agent Me cost of Me Id As the other Ids 
become available Mar Instrunon manuals si also be ratable at C10 In each 
We have Me et One ratlines eatable In Encash and lee 

AUDIO NOTE Mini TRANSFORMERS. 
We are In the process ot bulang up tour senate ranges of Auttro Note output 
transfortners, men to offer the best pave outputs at deent pre cants 
they sI fat onto four categones 

A) Eunany rame dere the nanny relationsh( rs carefully calculated to 
ensure ado dairy n a compact package leaf we MI onty be Memo 3 
segle-ended output transformers in es range, push-pul outputs are under 
develogreent but do not expect to see arry on es see of Christmas 
fl) Me-price range de are the output transformers alneady on offer. we have 
made anode el addibons to es range once 8e de list 
C) Hrgh Quality range, this ra be a range of bauble Cone alerts tor sne-
ended drats excite* no paltpul outputs MI be &leaf unless demand 
requires it Agan 3 ogee% idle. 
D) Super High Prey rep, idle wired outputs ol the best possibiy quality 
when I say bed possible.1 do not mean to sry Mat these siher outputs MI be as 
good as the seer output transformers banthound by Aeo Note logician. they 
mint bin then aid they do not any the pnce tag either, 

Pre teakty criteria fa group A are ZOn to MP -1 rol 5.113.1hey are IE cored 
re sewn steel larrautrons and are supped re frames and solder lags. witch 
MI allow good audio reality at the cost flee man cod sang bang the use of a 
smaller c ore, speed to Me mact power leed reared. rater than 
cnerspecifying by 50 a 100%. as we do on Group El the weding quirly and 
mediate e the same 

Group B are twee 20ft to 401010 anus 1 5011 0 cored we he quart 
sewn steel lannated wand we oxygen-free copper sore e sinned vre 
am hands or frames drays inth tag leas 

Grow C are typeally 211th 70KHe anal 5dEl stnpwound double Gres re 
Me bed elan Men steel ttranabon these outputs xi compare more than 
Wan> we Me best deed types from days tone by and horn other correm 
SOURIS Mu Panne. Tango. Tamura etc 

Group II use Atee Note seer me. need I say more', 

SPECIFICATIMS. 
PP = Ne-Pa PPP= Paralel Push- Pull SE = Sine-ended PSE = Sneered 
Parallel UL spies 43% entreat taps as a geed Me we do net condone the 
use of Claps as we consder Pese detnment to sourd natty • Dyne 
radacenen 

Id pnmary impedances are cadculated for Class A cperabon with the man 
corederanon peen to mayamum dynamoc power transfer abderamemum 
distorbon. rather than meanness stedy state rose- or squareyee condens 

Al our ungle-ened output transformers are argapped and the meomum 
stating current dewed before saturabon shown n column 5 

NI our artput transformers are tested to eraideon let of name 3.0585 al 
211/845 outputs are Insulated to 5Kv fah eary Inatome s tested to Ma level 
°Insulation 

We genera/ over specrly our transformers by 50% power e Push- Pull Unch 
means that a trandomer dated as 25 was in about 35-38 wan pes our 
tangle-ended outputs are generality over specified by 100% whe means that they 
si enstartaneously dow peaks of double the gnen nuarnum power through 
undistorted. Mrs Is necessary due to the better chpang behaviour of Me single-
ended Cage 

We Meta any turner teen eorinnon on our output translates as 
we do not rnsh to take pad in technical cornpienhons our products are designed to 
coleta de are and id he understood once they de leered tot 

In addinn to the output trarratomers dared below. we oteo ense serven. 
where manse> ecrat any rennemern for indebted translormers, eether 
tor microphones mcning cod cartridges line neut, prase spatter, adages. 
and or power outpu we design and manulature prototypes in-house the cost 
lathe papa desen rs f200 00 prototype cost is calculated neater case has 
We can also produce production quantities 

Sees are cien as Wilitinleight/Depth dere aerate depth decal 4004 
and wee rate length of the core 

Vies 
0 5W400m4 
067 99001 
3W250mA kw ONGAKU/Cu 
5W150nd 
5W400m4 
101a25m4 63:74x76mm 
10H/200mA 98e65033mm 
2015/50m4 68x5e5Brom 
Oder values can be waled to order ask trap* 

NANO NOTE CHOKES ,1 INOUCTORS 
sue Pre LIAR Vat 

1800 
14 CO 
24 CO 
21 D3 
31 D3 
26 CO 
33 03 
24 CO 

40800 NMI POO II OIL COMO I SILVER FOR. SIGNAL CAPACITORS. 
We are current demagog tve croen ranges of paper in od capacitors wee 
Instead of usep alumnae el as n the abort cats. e Me first range na ese 
oxygen-free coppa Ica we 99 99% pure dad seer lead out wiresthese copper 
fa paper sera capacitors are considerably better than the standard den% 
Won% to brace8e pnce quality gap between the standard papern Cats 
and Ole Japanese handmade seer beet canes, ne al a Meng ad 
own 99 99% pure seer loll send capacitors, which are pretty staggenng co 
quaity even rf I have to say so myself (as I erne orgy one to hate heard Ile 
samples so far) the seer la caps ease have sold diver lead-out wves. To start 
with Mere wil beater valuanages of ean available 

AUDIO NOTE COPPER FOIL PAFIR Of OR. CAPACITORS 
Vale DC Voltage Sloe Preto %flat 
004704 630 von 24x 1 em 12 35 
0.1mF 630 von 33x22mm 14 ES 
9.15e 630 elt 3542/mm 16 45 
022nd 630 volt 56y25mm 19 75 
0.47mF 630 von 56x38rom 27 45 
le 630 volt 65x44rom 46 85 

0.0475* 
01nd 
0 15Inni 
0.005055 
0 47m1 
lout 

IWO NOW SILWR FOIL PAPER IN ON. COMMONS. 
US vott 14,46rom 41 00 
630 e 16x46mm 74 00 
630 eit 22436mm 101 00 
630 volts 
630 volt 
630 volt 

19146mm 135 00 
25>46mm 10584 
38x46mm 486 00 

ADO% NOTE SUES FOIL MAL CAPACITORS 
Best signal ceders avadade. quaky redly steals for net used o amplifiers 
Ace ONGAXU. 8E1011 CA101-011 and M7 Tube Seer hand-rnade in very breed 
quarebes at Audio Note's fatty ni ' Tokyo. Japan These natant use a he 
• dialecfnc. and art manufactured using connerable tendon on Me el and 
deem to çive the te possible rate and Me least scope for intend 
resonant 
tales OC Map Price as UR Vi 
oo1nd 500 e 177 00 
0 02rd 500 vat 211 75 
0 05e 500 Mt 346.75 
Sled 500 ie 645.75 
0 2rri 500 ve 9E4s 75 

AUDIO NOTE CERAMIC STAND-OFFS. 
Ten No. Number'Pea Heitenelth Soler Coombe Chassis Hail 
AN-421 r 25 5rnm Wraproue Screw- 1n bolt 
AN-422 1 11MO Wrap-rand Scree el 
AN-423 1 22 6mm Sole set Scare 
AN-452 2 Anal* 17mm Sole de Double te screwe 
AN-453 3 Adeable 24rom Sate ses Oue bon Screwe 
AN-455 5 Aderslable 32mm Solder Lots Dual bolt screw-ri 
414458 8 Airman 58mm Sole de Dual bob screen 
AN-460 10 Idea* 72mm SClaer dots Dual bob scare 
An476 6 23mm/45mm Seer Sots Sarre bats 
AN-479 9 25mm/66mm Solder slots Sere berts 

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO QUALITY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

MOW A 
Seghended Odle 

Saasisid SIM Yu MAP,» Peno-Sen I ip Miff NM Mao Carrel 
300B/206134G 15 watts 2K5 - 4/8 Ohms 80X67166mm 90m/4SE 
84180102/945 20 watts OK - 4/8 Ohms 100riN SE 
3006/2A3/684 20 watts 1K25 - 4/8 Ohms 150nd PSE 

Pau Ea DICKE 
141 

141 
141 
242 
300 
404 
575 
731 
535 
753 

Pile b. WI VAT 
4450 
7350 
8450 

MINION CMOs 

bill 
EL84/FCL86/6V6 20 watts 2K6 - N8 Puns 117e18490rom 110m4 PSF 87 00 
3008+2MMFMG 25 vratts 2%3 - 0 Ohms 117,9640mm 90mA SE 
01340001 % watts 113 - Of Olaos 115498e5mm land PSE 11300 
243•6134G 30 vats 11:25 - 4/8 Ohms 98d2d5 13Orra PSE 97 00 
58814(T66 30 watts 281 NI Ohms 115e38a5 140rNA PSE 19984 
2114/14C 30 watts 2k1 - 4/8 Ohms 11106,199105 150nd Si 11400 
211/V14C/845 50 we 1e- -4/8 Oilms 11b134x150mm lentS SE 124 00 
3008 50 vans 1K25 4/8 Cara 135,115x125mm 180m4PSE 151 00 
845 50 watts 21(.5 N8 Ohrra 1374114x130m 180mA PSE 172 00 
211NTIC 75 res 51( - 4•8 Ohms 137x115x145mm 240m4 PSE 237 00 
EL-3465501(T88 20 vans 3K - 4/8 Ohms 117198:82mm 13CW Si 104 00 
3008/243/684G 25 «es 21L5 - Pl1/16 Ohms 117,51840mm 90mA SE 10250 
PEG %was 3K - 4/8 Otrns 1159P95mm 140nd SE 107 00 
NEW SE PRODUCT 
%NWT% 60 watts 2K3 N! Olms 11OrrePSE 123 00 

&nil 
Pab-Pc11 Chats 
EL84/ECL86/6V6 15 was 8K - 4/8 Ohms Kahn«, F4 42 00 
81340180/9481 25 was 6K - 4/8 Otims 88,73nOrom PP 5900 
203644111408 30 watts 5K - 4/8 Des 88x75dOwn PP 63 co 
neoesso 50 watts 6K6 - 4/11 Ohrrys 108x-91,90nm PP 7100 
EL34e6M881845 % watts 311 - N8 Des 9(0243mm PPP 74 oo 
taseesso % watts 4K3 - VW 6 Des 12500113mm ULPP 110 CO 
81886550 103 watts 2K2 • 4/8 Ohms 15W147x118mrn ULPPMPP 134.00 

Sise-olied 014 
300B124.36646 25 vats 216 • all 6 Ohms 90nd Si 360 00 
21INTI-C./845 50 wens 1% 4/61 6 Ohms 165048x140rorn 150mA SF 410 00 
3008 50 walls 1025 4/P16 OHMS 1850110013404 186444 PSE 3% DO 

Geld 
Pit Sder Mad One. 
3008/243/684G 25 wins 2K5 - Ohms 117x98,a0run 90nd SE I 645 00 
211NT4-C/845 50 uvatts 104 443 Olvns 112x134e15Dm 150na SE 1 975 00 

De Au* Note sire wired outputs listed here are %seed and menthe UK. we can supper the Auoio WTI Japan manulactured outputs for the ONGAKU or the KEGON 
but they art exceptionally expense as you woe epee fontems Mat take upwards from 100 hours eact to make. for example an output trandonner for an ONDAKU 
costd16 500 00 

AUDIO NOT1 IMPS WIANSFORIERS. 
TM rage relates to our Naha products mongs transformers are rannously &fed terns 10 offer as the number of permute« of HT and HEater voltages are almost 
endless We have ate marts transformers tor man moan of the KASSAI and ONGAXU. as thre has been considerable cal for tese. Meese we are preparing roans 
transformers for Me VIES1 Assorted in Sound Prates Issue 1. so shdl coned to expand the age as odurtunmes and an maned* ah your roluifenlert improve 

Prams *Raps 
OWION/11(Ivirn 
0v/220430v/240v 
1120y /11(14/101N/Cri 
°ad:Wilde/12n 
1204,11 10,0 4065 
10n/11002n 
with 50H choke Irma Mer 
0v/10001002n 
OVION/110020y 
Ov/100v/110v/12fly 310v 
()montane, 
in/llama/AN 
0•11 Gammon 
izootodnovaoy 
cmooditoen 
1204 10d100Y/Ov 
tooettod121), 

12n/1104/100.0 
100yralCal 20c 

inn twine+ 
loan lama 

Whim 
- 2104 at 350mA 

Ov- -2Xlv at 04 Amq 

30DY Ov 300, at 80011 

Ov - 290v at ard 

24440044v-310v at 3 In al 5Ana 
320rM 

Ow-42t)o 
150v - 1504450mA 

3912M0v-390v É 200m a 
170y and 

425 0-0v-4250 220mA 

350Y-04-390y at 24004 

30cc-0, 380y at 200ria 

Saar/art Near Weep 
Ov 12 En at 1 AMP 
3 15v-Ov-3 15s at 4 Amp 

- 12.6v ail A 
3 1Do - 3 15s at 4 Amp 

12.6v • Oin at I .54 
6.3v Ov at %Cell/ for 147 Tube Pre-amp 

12.6/011v at 1.5A 
Do- 60,4 3oone 

7230 
12.6v at 1 SAmp 

0 - lOo 4 amp. Os-6 Da at 
1St Ov - 5v 02.54 

3.15u t 12 arm, I amp 
allthel34.5val2A 
3.15e0.-3.15iy at 2.54 
7 dret d 2A 7.(1.-ei at 2A 

5.1).-0y 11 
3.15en-3.15/1 A 75IPM 
170-nd 5Ornit 7 (1, Pat 
3.47.0-ni1143.-Crat 

2A. 
3.15y-de3 15v at I 24 

150y-ey 150mil IOn Vo 
3.254. 10Y-Cn al 3 254. 

3Y-Ovel3A.DY-Dral34. 
5v - Ovalliln - 0,034 

63v - 063v at 1 254 

Prim DI NUT 
3400 

41 CO 

4600 

2600 

96 00 

86 70 

9560 
for KIT Old E. KIT 

THREE MONO charnel 

107 00 

For KASSAI recto 

137 CO 

For ONGAKU retie 

We also have a nuns tranformereoks kit for te WE91 power amplrfer as see in Sound Prances. Ow combine& our wakened ode transformers all 38 Ohm 

lumery annexe wd make a very hne replica of ers Sass( mite 100 cost UM 40 per set 

We oar aleave the tatty to sae in/ nave translomer to your speafeason as long as you ore seam 2 pa they can be suppled eh adertags beg leads 
frames or bel-ends Ask for a quote 

On a more general re trs Important lo urderstand 8e speared nature dense and manufacture of trandormers tor audio equipment, ro mod peen applabons 
the man cntena are Le wear on lOnpevey an audia mans transformer also have tchase good regulabon under load, mal run cod. and generate no mended rase 
onnbrabon prey:ewe..r.e stray magrec oes As etc. apety tal order den one consolers the Me cost also has to be reasonable Sommer were you order 
your mans transformer remember that rt should conform to Me above anent so seedy es den rued As a general ris we do not recommend potted teforrners, e 
tests have shown these to sand less clear Man noted equreant• 

Pen NOTE PAPER'S OIL REURVOIR CAPACITORS. 
Mare for use in make pore stela but have other tees 
Van X Voltage See 
Val 
2mF 400 e 30x40/45(nm 
2mF 630 Mt 3545x72mrn 
2nd IDCO volt 45x45x72mm 
2001 1603 ett 50x70x72mm 
ImF 1000 volt 45x45x120mm 
4e 2503 volt 70x70x120rom 
llanos' 04005 7o.toomoom. 
12mf 040 05 70x100x120mm 
12mF 1600 volt 10%100x120mm 
12,54 MOO volt 1001100,220mm 

Ponce Fa UK 

2675 
33 65 
41 75 
45% 
49% 
265 75 
96 75 
10995 
13675 
15915 

411010 NOTE PRECISION CARICIFILII NIMMONS 
In den to to nonmagnetic tantalum resastors we are en 10 ea a range of 
damn gold-palled carbon fe ragas. en many cases the arbon redsta 
dehrable if you are nano an amain based on an old anal Ye tor 

example the WE91 Of another circuit of a sine wage We shad be stain 
values suable for erects Ike Me We91 in 1/2 and 1 wan values these resrstors 
are made espeady for ud by a rnapor manufacturn 

They cost for the I/2 23 30 each 1 watt T4 85 emit 2watt% 89 each 

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN Cal SM/M1 CAPACITORS 
Dee handmade spral reactors are saran supenor to any of the dash or 
other pan types we tee corne across If you have ea expenenced the 
dynerence that a rely gad paper/oil ratan can make o a save anther Men 



you My noted twat MIN ends panel caper a Wa, adowin ot 
Wear aul weras ol gee* elder wee 1111 hem rare ate la 
gurseledlltnelin tip ret den Rearewurdelneademeets roll an now 
ample» End Inn Who ced twine in181811, We end. Int 
midi In Ire reli etrArteleartl dantlerds. AM 1101E Mein d 
cancans cedar norkanta beclooradatre a106 the new le Wonil 
treated erd enprtonated by a melted that enhance »pony end sound guality. 
to ens» Musa pewter» al round As» see. we are sesey 
»Prowling solid 99.9% pure ever lean» on Ihs retool paper in oil 
capocitars as wee in common sain »pre and »ter types. Owe Ns severe 
new values »Me. Wax» the 2.24150 wa caps made fro maw 
crosumrs and the 0 5647200 »twee for so» state arnps. 

Naha IX Vet» Ws Penes» 
VI 
2. 2mF 504 21nram 1165 
036mF 200 roll 2536mm 1% 
0 01MF 100 wa 21xem 185 
0 022mF 400volt saner lead» rend 35x1Omm 445 
0 017e 4121)* *oilmen 410 
0 Me 400 ye 13x14mm 425 
0 12e 400 volt 33x14mm 4.75 
0 15n# » vat sever leads* wires 34,760005 665 
018e «OM 2506055 515 
022e 400* 35,180,00 585 
0 334 100 volt 43,180,n, 675 
0.11mF 400 a 7Ces2Imm 14 95 
0 0315mF 630 yon 17x9mm 265 
0 022rnF 630 ell see leadoin ems 111.10mm 445 
0 033e 630 von 32illmm 375 
0 1156mF WO de 33.15mm 4.25 
0 058e 630 vol 33x14mm 125 
0 0604 630* 33x1 rem 125 
0 0654 630,50 33,760,60 4.25 
0 068e 630,06 33,16nre 425 
0 071e 630,457 33,16025 425 
0 072mF 630 MI 13x16men 135 
0 073mF 630 volt 33i1Cem I 35 
0.074011 630 e 33x1 en, 435 
0 075e 630 ett 33,16min I 35 
0 078* 630* *Alen 435 
0 082e 630 Mt 33,16mm 155 
0 1 mF 630 Pons 34xlem 665 
0 18mF 630 voll 43x18mn, 545 
022e tie von seer leer* wires 52x19mm 725 
0271f 6.10 volt 53,22,0,0 615 
0.33e *Owes 5242mm 725 
0 36e 630 yes 43x25rnm 715 
0 394 630 volt 52,26rnm 7% 
0 47ni 630 4 ear eat* ems 52/2Enun 985 
0.2245 1500 a 56,26nwn 6 % 
0394 MOO we 611.26mm 11 55 
1 2mF 1C07 volt 61 x2Cem 16 75 
0 22nf 1600 ret 60/26mm 9.65 
0 224 200 ralt 70,3301es 11 55 

kg AU30 NOTE almond swnal capacitors are anal twe We are Preen. 
range al very small »nand value paper el a/ »actors at the moment no 
adeon to the %me Ow range al AUDIO NOTE cannon seal cannons e 
steaddymnaneng. so ante rates the you do mol see 

AU130 MOTE ACIO C141.011106 F8EE SAVETI SOLDER 
The best solder *e nave er abie ts find defi utea syats unchon. 
»eh over tee De tease loostrce tosses', yid - st June*, from OTO 
ss the 0010 1711 

Weeds's« 
50 grammes or about 9 meter 1rom diameter 
I no e 1 mm defter 

Pnee El UK Val 
95 
; 

MO NOTE CANOS L VARES 
We are proud to offer the AUDIO NOTE range 11 nrn ogn doom, csoFw 310 
silence speaker and wen cables. when dependrng on the were prux I In-
protect. nil do weice to any tu-6 system, regardless epnce 

SOLID 99 W. PURE AUDIO NOTE SILVER WIRE 
Goule insuatIon »noel ht. pv teeter b UK 
Vol 
0 05mr. 16 75 
0 2mrn 22 75 
0 35awn 91 21% 
0 6mrn MI. 27 65 
Brnm 611. 31 75 
Inn ML 36 75 

The Wow sole ster seres are »table for Inductors Ion speaker crossovers be 
actve and pass» or for intemat stoma el0002orso anekben elI 

AIA10 8011 IFFICONNECT CAKES. 
TYPeRalse ude Mendis Pre W  Wm Ike Ex PI 
Val 
MA 56m* syrnmencal 62 copper lid coax 15 32 
AN-C red symmetnce OfliC carpel/2%as 29 79 
AN-5 dah grey »A 
yellow stee semen« 99 93% endue BI 25 
AN-V saver grey we yelow see symenethe 382 98 

Il0 mummer,» tom» mown hum seems in the AUDIO NOTE coax 
cables as Interne »mg nee. the »Mat a % manners Irke the »BAKU 
1.17 Tube etc 

AUDIO NOTI SPEISER 6 WIRING CAKES. 
Type/Colour code Cedreen Praw porno» NeNt1,11 
Vet 
AN-0 green ungle core 6N ceder sneer veep 685 
AWE nee% %ding double strand. screened 6N speaker ere 12 31 
#51 6599 eack einwdoubie strand screened 66 ktz coppe speaker enre15 11 
AN-SP sever »gleam 15 strand 9999% % she; speakenere 1%38 
AASPx uker uncle core 20 saaraa 99 99% e see speaker wire 382 % 

PTFE INSINATED SILYERFIATED COPPER WIRES. 
We can also prove less expense Awn weed lot hand *long ones. these 
PTFE anew see end copper wares are 19 strand of 0 I5mm ere and come 
e brows black tite pent red green orange octet wt.te and reel/Made they 
weft 60 per metre In am colour 

AUDIO 80190665 QUALITY STEPPED /JUJU/TORS I SWITCHES 
These handmade deniers and reaches are manufactured by a herd ot 
Kondo ot AUDIO WU and repesent the be avalable vdume coreds and 
seethes you can use In your pre- amplifier the 9110100100 548 steps and re 
sier irhodeum plated cellactebushes made *eh an array of tantalum film 
senators The sees feature se plated contracts and self dune acbon 

Type Vale Pre Es UN VW 
Stereo Peenterneteriattenuato 50K Ohms 19875 
Stereo PotenterreereAttenuator 1» Ohms 207 75 
2 Channel wish 6 - Iraf adlostee 78 75 
4 Channel switch 6 - ey adietable 101 75 

MOO 11011 SHECTID AUDIO VALVES. 
Our valves are selected from the best avedee sources and de tested to Me same 
strange standards that ste apply In producton al our sum arreerm. Slop tag Into 
Iwo undone »Ward product& rtems and rare. mostly NOS (Ned OW Stook 
vales wech ate no longer e production. We have condoled a specie list ol NOS 
rtes. »schemed» on request. beware. Me ens co des kst are nd cheap 

Sneed stock tee 
Two Ne. Type Pries Ex. UK 
Vol 
ECC13e12AX7WA/7025 date Mode 295 
E88120/6922MOJ8WW1308 double tnode 3 % 
FEB642672729 pentode 245 
ECC8212AU7/5814a Mee mode me spec 5 % 

6.977GT doutde bode. U8S base 175 
651751 Conte triode. 1189 base 2.65 
6517 pentode I 75 
5687WA date trod very were 455 
63501» double tree 475 
618461305 mad power pentode 155 
EL8MA*105WA small peer pentode mi spec version 451 
6266T send pave peMode 245 
616G medeurt, power pentode 275 
58811(16641.6WGC medurn per erode 451 
60.477E134 Fat be' power tetrode 885 
0134G pore pee& 645 
66501088 large power tetrode 12 45 
6033 powerful regulate endue> heated Mode 24 65 
6827/5065 strong mete erectly heated triode 645 
2A3 4-pe erectly heated eall power tnode 17 % 
MOB defy heated power tee 57% 
[NC 563% reedy heated power tnee »101 
5046 emcee 3.25 
5Y3GT HT-meter 125 
2/40T emcee 125 
013495004 endlle 875 
604 HT lectiferyery good tat proweenerk 7» ben 265 
MI5 HT-reeve. lop pre-artelids 6 wed% Imet-endkUt3 bose2 66 

Plead, note. our 30850 are rnanutactured In Chu to Gad Drago*Sherang. but 
ar tested m-house under red weep wee to parameters somedd more 
&indent than othendese done Holley do not sound ete as good as weal WE 
3008s or SIC 4X111.s nor ao they cany the sure premium pmo. please comer 
the feet. uness you hese absolutely tons ol money elapse to have dern in 
your ate. do not comer the owed 3000s. it Is re most cases far benee to lest 
the money In rode permanent features or Me amplifier peed de better oinput 
triremes, better awe caps or resistors or the le. Pees wear oeil. 'env 
»any pas» compopnents Let A cad e ornne WE 3008s cost at least C1200 
an a good dry, thnk in terms of an weal pre comprommw. yes can get so« 
tankers ending passives for Me &three In cost between a par * Deese 
30» and he anginal WE, and in many cases the Demeaned on sound eleY 
es paler than the WE 30265 A cortibuit and Au cordebon In sound Is 
permed ender tat when you Man you, meet 

RESISTORS 
We %demur la de» E12 range ol althe different rave of revers 
that we dock wet yee very lowe ode yees. *eh are Wendy »W. as 
a ne we do note stock below 10 Ohms or above 3613 Whilst we dways try to 
hart eery singleE12 rate en stock Me cannot be guaranteed. Wise 
'speedy on the Woos and tandem dm 'seers can be very long edeed 
hewer sance most are use m our *erode or Meshed products dere *99 
gene» be dock available elm 4 weeks 

hided. 
We offer three levels of muster buddy. al de 1%. staffing Beyschlag metal 
Wm erch de sightly magnetic (as ano Me vast menty ol other makes ol me 
film resistors) ben nonetheless very good soundng. as used In our UK-nee 
weeders e to and peen" dakty Lei 0.25 klEISHUPPIP4. 3006 no-
feedback bode amplifiers 

Bemeag 1 well 1% resetors up to 5031(Ohm CO 11, above 500KOhrn CO 13 
ea& 

NOW 
Belle $ound query can te *ewe we fte 22. 1 wan. 1% nonegnebc 
realm eon roe regard as the best Mend grade metal film misers 
avalable They have one smal drawback. as they are dune frele andrequa 
caeful haredng do not bend the leg loodose to Me body they may become 
nosey 

HOLCO resetors type H2 5OPP14 cost f3 CE each tram 180 to 590 ED 89 each 
I rom 5R1 to 1999 CO 36 each from 20 Ohm to 230K Pam CO 41 rehire, 23IK 
Dints 1 m Ohre. CI 02 each hem 711110219001 24 each trom 2M1 to1M0 and 
12 21 each haw 41.11 to 9/0 

Peel ion we NUM BERNE VALVE SAISI 
NI of our ate bases are of the heed %wee der made Ire stele old 
used Me best mel parts from alloys each real tler spnng tension around Me 
ane pen for leper They recommended as upgrades to me Pee imploro and 
should be an essential pan of any DIY pre* 

Eno »Mg Plied Pee ea UR 
Vat 
4-pm 1134 for 300EV2A31801A Chasse Gold 825 
4-pan *4 for 300B/2AI/801A chasse Nine 725 
1-ren UX1 WE -type for 30081A37801A Chasse Seer 14 75 
1-pm UM WErrtype iwth bayonet mountingPlasses Seer 48% 
4-pin Jumbo 4 for 2111N140.445Chasse seth beet seerecidome 159% 
5-pe IN5 foe 807 Chases Gold 975 
71%87 6X1.0A2 PCB See 615 
7-pon B7 for EiX4. 082 PC13 Gold 165 
7-en (17101 604,092 Chasse from eve Selvel 675 
7-pe (17 la 664 0.42 Chasse from above Gold 7 958 
17m08210E1346500.50046G2346166,eto Chasse Seer 
565 
8-pin U8Xfor EL34. 6550, 51146. 0034. 6166. etc 
865 
h-pon89Ior6CC88.56816350010 ECO 
9-pen % tor ECC83 ECC88. 5687 6350. etc PCB 
9- pin 89A for ECC83 ECM 5687 6360 etc etc 
445 
9-pin »A In ECM 00%8 5581 use et, et 
675 
9-pen E196 fro 6%83. 60488 5687 6150. etc etc Chasse from Below Seer 
4 % 
9-pin 89A fror 60083 FCC% 5657. 6150 etc etc Chasse trom below6old 
715 
199 90 For 1307 pentode etc Neel 975 
You may want to en your **eel less oveml cost and for this purpose we 
an oller the lalwang odiestrui -de' ceramic valee bases 

Tn. lasweed 
8-pen Ice EL34. 6550. 0156 6166 Chasses en bracket 
9-sent, ECU], ECM. 5687.6350Chase we shroud 

Peet E. UK Val 
145 
185 

SLACK GATE ELECTRON TRANSFER HIGH PERFORMANCE. GRAPHITE 
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

Thee are ny le, ares pans that promise gurameed erovenent when 
replace pracecally arry Wean Weaned the BLACK GATE capacitors 
actually rbo E echangeg ary electrode reactor anyeere 11000r03910710 
ampler e ne crossover 11 110,590' ell gees"' eye soued Mee We 
ut *sec surese dude, as 'stirrer= nee re xtrub enros se Beck Oates to 
use 11 *fleet s' tans me fr"st suer, *coda guide* s Jaen" rIs and 's 
salled Impreng your CO-Mayer and can be ewe M sieve o stamped 
addressed Donee to us requesang Ors DM AO AUDIO NOTE Level 2 Signature 
products use Mack Gate Electron Toner muted seed/power supply peons 
It is vene Important to note that al BLACK GATE capacitors take erne to erge -up 
or stelde.when first put rn mew. depend% on the type and aped* the 
matunng lame can be between 100 and 300 Mae Black Gate cal the the ding 
procesa se enclosed lest of available values We feel . however. Mat dxs process 
We longer te hum! 

Weal90.ito,00101oe31e1*910004000010e*dMa06O so a sepante 
pnce e attached to de ist of Black Gale program avadable Ask e to send you 
this 60101 n as too long for an advertisement. Overdue rt Is not Include eel 
Agee as ewer we appreciate a stamped se addeessed «elope 

Vol« VW» 
vat 
47e 25.00 
33mF led 
0 474 00056 
1 mF 50* 
224 50* 
3 3mF %se 

18-Tepo Mel« lie Peen UR 

PK krweere 
»were 

PK »Mere 
PK eortere 
PIt Arywhere 
PK »new 

1 7ne 30,06 PK Artreere 168 
IlkoF »Mt PK Meese 187 
221,06 50* PS Arnrwere 268 
100mF 5050 Sneed Aretele 541 
led 100441 Standard endue 775 
1000eoF left Standard Melee 822 
5445 50011 Mande Severe 24 55 
2204 1 met Standard Anywhere 435 
470e 16volt Standard Arrive« 635 
2100 16volt Standard Armen 13 45 
10.000e eon Standard FSU Smootteng 234 65 
4700e led Sneed Anywhere 1425 
474 500m1t-550a sue SerTYpe PSU flier Deed 85% 
100mFel 0Pd500*1-550o surge SerType PSU finer cede 101% 
73045 500e11.5504 surge SerlYpe PSU Mel editor 72 75 
220re.2204350e11-100 surge Se-Type PSPeter capaalor 22 65 
100rdelfemF350e0400v sew Se-Type PSU flier raped 75.35 
2245 350.01 W-TydeDecouplang or fen oedema % 
150mF 350* 2K-Type Finer cased 67 85 
220mF led FIType Ultra le ESA versmm. 

comparable to fe caps 9 % 
100mF 50* RATypeAs above use anyeen 43 e 
nooe 35e11 R-TypeAs abwe use »Mere 58 55 
22301,7 Ceoll FeTypeAs Move use andeee 98 85 
2 2re %WI Cede For ores eh 

DC potential defference 207 
1 7m1 »et C-Type Faeroes en 

DC peen» deference 335 
Imy 50e11 li-Senes Elépolar lor use in 

mew hardtack Waits eh 4 % 
4 Ini 50,* N-Senes as above 575 
10e 50106 N- Serves as above 6 % 
47mF 50* N-Senes as ewe 13 75 
10OrnF 50e7 N-Senes as abort 18 % 
6 8mF 50e1 V,-polar For leaped, 

crossoner neherks 8 % 
50yelt espolar as abort 1085 
50von Bispolar as abow 17 45 
50voll Pepciar as abow 17 % 
50eddiGAIS Type Mt PSU de-cougang 

111008 
22,08 
47mf 
0 47mF 
12 35 
220e 
730106 
47Ced 
4740 
4 7mF 
1000rd 
22004 

6 le MAO Typefor sup« low nee PSUs 11 65 
Ifell BG-N TypeFor super Wee nee PSUs 24 65 
16* BG-N Tyoe as above 28 95 
35e01 BG-6 Type as above 210 45 
50* BG-N Tee as en 665 
55,08 66-6 Tee as abort 99 % 
101)elt BG-N Type os above 423 35 

In ora component et you rell find a keg of il available Bled Gate values, 
together enth thee sdes bed usages etc 
Lastly en can see a nrego. ol more modestly ped components, snl good 
9408945004246 10 

smut muter ow MUMS. 
The is Mr» re test sœneng miners rattle lore the VISHAY whe 
may be OK iv high feedect heed, ar Tee but on our rem& ete 
uncomemeney to the scares ol redi Audo Ample:eon Ile directly heated 
me deers rune tee Moe In sane-ended Class Ad Persevere ex, 
ma reed the tenter, fer restor for the best results 

The 12 watt Shinkoh tantalum resers are non-magnetu and cost t2 16 ea& 
Some values are mantle In 1 watt from Shade af 04 60 each he of $teps 
enable 

14010 NOTE I WATT TNITALUM RESISTORS. 
Up lone loo deem fen resetors haw been ectremey «fed to get. hown01. 
alter much persuason old aganst a nerimum eared gurantee from Audio 
Note UK, the mandactures have agree to re ee rarge of 1 2 ret and re 
6,004e the I et erdi erech becomes an meson rege for AUDIO NOTE we 
conser the to be a neor breakthrough. see eye a easonable red of 
eues al de I watt rated rt es prelly did* to gee ey best out of the he 
arcurts As web most hand-made speeded 'ems, ech covers nest of the Ist. 
Wee can be gone erg co Dee values. so be prepared to wan d value Ms 
not en stock 

be AUDIO NOTE 1 et 1% hrnalum pekes ate C.1.70 each 

We she now be worew on pen» 2503 Watt »alum refers made 
wage as well and who knows perhaps we ittil be able to Weld emcees in a 
mars lame Mat al haw Menem renewal parts of the arcut 

NIGH WATTAGE 11116WOU1111RESISTORE. 
%anew Wm we due slat °Reed a range d 2 ' 15 watt **round renews 
re shal be steeng eth srnal range and expanding it as we ga along, at the 
moment Me foloenno s setae. al »se reset» an 5% tolerance and gland 

View Valee Tolerance Pea % Vat 
6 we 479 5% 086 
6 watt 1009 5% II 86 
6 watt 47* 5% II 86 

Chassis Gold 6 el 1KO 5% '0.88 
6 watl 262 5% 086 

Steer 385 6 ve 15K 5% 132 
God 575 6 ralt en 5% 1 32 

Pees from aboveSee 9 se 73% 5% 121 
9 win 1 63 5% 1.24 

Ousse horn telortSixer 9 will 113 5% 121 

More valuate% inn over he re 6 months Meier we sane nun-
»who wineaude 

trellea 
Vat 

em Sego 
100K elm Stare 

VOLUME CONTROLS. 
Cased« P4.53311 

»me twe. PC8 mounted 
Encapsulated type, PCBmountod 

315 
1265 

A belle inmate's> KO-ON volume controls deb are use lo preamees 
like de 5177 Tee. 117 Line and in a meo verse° on lbe Inpul on de YEIRO. 
KASSIe KEGON GAKU-ON. Ileso an very good sounded pots try iny 
standard 

Impede« 
IOW Ohm Stew 
1» 01% Mons 
1» film Ste, ro 

3071e 
1C0( Olvn 

Cede« 
Encapsulated 

Like encapsulated 
Large Freemen& het qualm 

SAUCE CONlidi 
Frame type PCB mounted 

Encapsulated type PC8 mounted 

Mks Field 
3225 
7065 
107 45 

3 % 
14 15 

KO-ON also rules a very good *any I COK Ohm balance control. similar to the 
»adulated lOOK pot. 8m costs r33. 25 

STANDARD IYPE SWITCHES 
Tte etch e adelable 2-6 ray.d has gold-played comets and a. seeress steel 
bal tor best passable tepee protection and contact. pnee ex UK [ATLI 30 

Agan. 60-ON offers a wry doe dirty sealed setch 6-way 2charnel at C9065 
each 
STANDARD ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

Good die sedan] *ate ewe 

Vale Wee Sde P166.8,90 
165 VU 
175 100n1 11Nol 1841m anal 11x7mm radie 023 
105 1COIF 16.e 15940511 0099 029 
1 12 2204 Ifeve 11 xem real 031 
123 220mF eon 13x10mrn radial 042 
1.38 1301f 6341 1 3x1ern real 047 

4700* 
22006 
tOmF 
22506 
220318 
474 
40 
6.1mi 
100mF 
020.45 
220mF 
red 

ten 
50e 
50.e 
3504 
450.e 
185* 
450,06 
400voll 
400yolt 
belt 
450* 
150,v, 

38x18mm red 
3551» ds real. 41,16man anal 

15511111, lea 
2502mm rada 
41,lhmmuoil 
2521mm radial 
30x2Imm radial 
30,22re real 
30,Q5mm real 

52x3Omm red can 
40,00 real can 

1104355m de ace termed 

082 
087 
056 
1 25 
189 
216 
237 
265 
325 
4.45 
585 
2165 

FOI, B N C BANANA, PLUGS, RCA SOCIETE, 
SPEAKER8GROUND TIRMINAIS & LOUDSPEAKER SPADES 

REA PLUGS 
Stance d (era pr uu 155 
'VAC Gee Plug 3.65 
AN-GP AP:908011g» plug 851 
MAP AUDIO NOTE Seer plug, telon need. non -magnet 25 53 

BUM& 
Tne Mom» Pecs in UR 
Ye 
RCA socket need plate Chests needed 041 
RCA socks! gold ped Classes mourde 065 
AN-CS AUDIO 11011 non-magnetic tellon esteledChasse mooed 365 
sale, gold plated 

P4, ¡lOIS 
Pre LIKVal 

Standard MC plug 3,45 
BNC Seer plated socket ease 205 

Saar,. Flag . Lougovalgef Calla Satan. Cbutulogl»setdiraeal 
iyar Priebe 
Vol 
AUDIO NOTE Banana plug. god Mated spnng leaded tense 2.45 
AUDIO NOTE Lederer Cable »de. sher Pend. nonwrOWII 465 
AUDIO NOTE AN-ST Speaker Termed, chase moure reckel plated.« or black 
165 
AUDIO NOTE AN-ST/G Speer Itined, chasms mounts ley gold plated. ne-
eded 275 
AUDIO NOTE AN_STR Speaker Tree ease mounts lady gold peed. 
non-mien, red or blad 475 
Wed Tenet Oasis awed alike gaud 145 

Our rare of oxeceals is ogee agallb4 as« find new or beau 
Jahn so Meg In Ned try min ilerasements o HUB World and »8 
Newo. 

RUM UM 
la may S1,olwlrsl. espodiyas kerd Inield bee isdellesde Were Is 
often a wean di hoed FIF nee; Ho Mick kw, aped* from 
canneded CD nwers, deem'Wile ring around atio bran We CD 
transport are le DAC toe ape lbe CAC or CD citcw and he pamper 
nut sweig gaud 
Ant ottao Feb dup caga 5(50 

AMA WM CURIUM 
As toulkeel we an »lop» a eien al owl» el /NM» 
al ye se les kW nee Ilas Ima. to *Mu a predfrom Au 
game game la cider Is to at* la du Ike butpoulle Agetece 
eionellellisi * rein pal ebb we 
sue» re conmels, all lb Wm leel dew control lo al» un al a sin» 
source. Ike Mier Me 

SUL 
Based around Me many lamps 3039 iltet* hied Mode. we see the deft 
,nuorfueon to rea hue knee* IS 11 addirS the mwoent +speed 
design necessary. Sanmeedetllo-FutbeGless A Dee Hue Tex" lo 
become a member of des eked% 01»811». 

Kit One has one 3008 per chennel new» I 120wite sib /WA an» el 
910 wels ot he cleanest power you wi eat ten Tle Ind nip one» al a 
6011761 ell a 5687 double sm.% driver eve nee In SAPP. 11» poem 
suety is a capacitoraboleaaputor we a 5U4F led«. tle heaters are AC 
heated Component quality e snide to our Leni 2 Oozed products. AUDIO 
NOTE pap« Ma/signal carecilus. Bevschlag 1 wan 1% *elm restates. good 
den deers (sorry. no Black Geese and a sample. etude demo chassis 
in grey pawned Prdecting cover rs sea 

Pnce C750 CO incl VAT ech includes al vaYes (yes, also Me 2 83008 needed) 
be no postage/pa:long ech to UK *semen e £12 00 Topcover es M)9 00 
extra Kit Ore Is available now 

8054 
et Two lutes a sane 6550,866 Satek tetrodes mane Segle-Ende'd mode 
redone some 17 watts of pure class A valve reefed Kettle Dee 5098e 
sterso chests. and 69i7GT eel 45814a/ECC82 SOPS der slaw 
oornponentry and chase as et One 
Pnce t593 00 del VAT. lees vahees et not postage were coaer era at 
C99 03 Avarable Ilmembe 1 991 

NOME 

el Three features 233000 per channel ninon In sane-ended pandered» 
1617 %as in pun Class A. the lat a on two mono chassis with vahe rented HT 
sonbes, no segne »thrice ere 65N7GT double Mode as input Merida 
par al 5687 double hines »nag in SAPP es dryers 

KfT THREE es essenbaty a neno version of the KIT ONE with double Me sts•• 
the same component *leek and trio chases estead of one. 

KA Three costs (I 450 and es avadele now 
Write to 
AUDIO ROVE ' UK) Ltd Und 1. Roca C. Hoe Berns Centre, Forted Roe, more 
East Susse, Bli3 MM. England Telephone 44 0273110511, tax .44 0273 
731498 Mrect lee to sales 44 T273 8%511. 
HUNGARY. ease cornact Merin/me 54, U Vadaylsoo H 1022 3 Dee, 
Hungary Teas 01 215-2612 
HOLLAND please contact. de Jong Components, 2. Amstrad Nrr 5134 131 
Inked, Tel 04910 14E61 Fax 14M 
USA please contact Ingela Instruments. 1(1830. Giildtord Road. Suite 309. 
AnnawasJuncen 610 20701 TN 301 725 0451 
PO 29 09 1994 

Tel. +44 0273 220511 

Fax. +44 0273 731498 

Sales +44 0273 885511 

Audio note 



TECHNICAL & GENERAL 
Some Necessities - From the Original Classic Turntable Specialists 

P&P 
1.85 
2.45 
2 55 
3.55 

Connoisseur 
BD1/2 Drive Belt 
BD1/2 Motor Suspension kit 

SAU.2 Headshell 
SAU.2 Connecting lead 

Garrard Standard Models 
Wired arm tubes 
Cartridge carners (sliders) 
Idler Wheels 
301/401 Transcription_Models 
Original Thrust pad assembly 
Original Idler tension sphng 
Ohginal Speed control disc - 401 
Xeroxcopy Owners Manual 301 incl full size 

mounting template 
Xeroxcopy Owners Manual 401 incl full size 

mounting template 
Replacement Intermediate drive wheel 
Replacement 301 control knobs On-Off/Speed 

select 
Replacement 301 suppressor unit 
Replacement 301 motor pulley (-2%), (- 1%), 
(Std). (+ 1%) 
Replacement 301 Chrome plated mounting 

bolts 
Recommended Lubrication set - early 301 
or 301401 (specify) 

Goldrineenco 
Idler wheel (lock-nut or clip fixing) 
Arm Pivot bearings with instructions 
Spindle/Main bearing assembly complete 

Headshells 
Instruction books 

Thorens 
10.124 series 
Idler wheel 
Drive belt 
Chassis spring suspension 
(replaces ' mushrooms') 
150/160 series 
Drive belt 
Suspension springs (- 1%), (Std),(+1%) 
Suspension bushes 
Arnitigards_fol  most  mAels_ 

Cecil Watts Dustbugs/Parastats/ (spares incl. Preener wicks) 
Cartridges and styli for 78s & Mono LPs in addition to current Stereo LP 

TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO Box 53. Crowborough, 

E.Sussex. TN6 2BY Tel:- 0892 654534 

10.25 
13.95 
16.75 
15.95 

from 13.75 
9.55 
9.85 

9.80 
2.95 

13.75 

7 35 

5.20 
19 95 

pair 20.25 
5 65 

each 12.85 

set 4.75 

5.20 

19.95 
8.25 

24.85 
from 21.95 
from 4.20 

19.95 
10.25 

2.55 
2.25 
2.25 

2.25 
1.85 
2.25 

1 85 

1.85 
2.85 

2 55 
2.45 

2 25 

2.85 

2.25 

2.85 
1.85 
3.85 
2.55 
1.85 

2.85 
1.85 

14.85 2.55 

10.25 
set 11.85 
set 12.50 

from 16.90 

1.85 
2.55 
2.25 
2.55 

Gel on our list - 
Ito gel closer to this list. 

• MIT MultiCap • Wonder Cap • Kimber Kap • Solo • Hovland MusiCap • Solen • S,emens 
• Wima • Holco • Rel-Cap • Draloric • IRC • Allen-Bradley • Jensen • Resista • Vishay • Mills 

• Caddock • Matsushita • TKD • Noble • Cardas • Kimber Kable • van den tul • Discovery 

• Audioquest • MIT • Alps • Boums • Shallco • Elma • Electroswitch • NChicon • Gold Aero 
• RAM • Mallory • Panasonic HFQ • Nichicon • Elna • N.C.S. • Ruby Tubes • UltraAnalog 

• Burr-Brown • Crystal • Linear Technology • Analog Devices • Edison Price • Motoro'a • UCC 

• International Rectifier • Hitachi • MagneOuest • Sonic Frontiers • Pear: • Tube Sockets 

• WBT • Neutrik • Sound Coat • Curcio Audio Engineering • Assemblage and other Kits 
And it's growing and growing. To order The Parts Connection 1995 Catalog & Resource 

Guide, send £7' and mailing inforrnation. You'll also receive a Discount Coupon worth $10 
off a purchase over $ 100 or $25 off a purchase over $250 as well as The Breadboard 

bulletin to keep you updated on our latest news, information and growth- spurts 

or SIO US, or ore« card ,ntorrnatIon 

'catalogue discounts are in LS Dollars 

THE PARTS 
CONNECTION" 
• CMV•IIKIN .0NC IMIC1•41,1••• 

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville 
Ontario, Ganada L6H 5T4 

Toll Free Order Line 1-800.769-0747 
(U.S. & Canada only) 

Tel (905) 829-5858 Fax 905) 829-5388 
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AP ELECTRONICS 
THE JOURNAL OF HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO CONSTRUCTION 

EDITOR:- GRAHAM NALTY M.A. (MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL SCIENCES-CAMBRIDGE) 

ISSUE No 3 - March 1995 includes; 

THE POWER BOOSTER - More Watts from your Transformer VA! 
THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM - Heat sinks for up to 100 Watts Single Ended Class A 
SonicLink CABLES FOR AV SYSTEM - Hifi Quality AV at last! 
SLICAPS - more Ultra Low Impedance Electrolytics 
450V RADIAL CAPS - Ideal for Valve Amps 
BASEMENT BARGAIN BIN - Top Quality parts at Giveaway Prices! 
COMPONENT NOTES on the latest magazine projects, 
READERS LETTERS and much more. 

Issue 3 available Mid March - Send £1 or 5x1 9p stamps, 1995 Subscription 4 Issues - £5, (overseas £ 10) 

ACCESS 

AP E L 
Audiophile 

EC TR 0 N 
Parts at Affordable Prices 

C S 

HOTLINE FOR FREE TECHNICAL ADVICE - TEL: 01332 674929 9-10am Mondays-Sundays 

1995 CATALOGUE now available - £4.95 (or FREE with your next £40 + order) 

Please make cheques payable to "AUDIOKITS" 

Tel: +44 1332-674929 

CREDIT CARD TELEPHONE ORDER HOTLINE 01332-674929 
(messages recorded when unattended - please give full details) 

Derwent Business Centre, Clarke Street, Derby DE1 2BU 

VISA 

Fax: +44 1332-298836 
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BOOK REVIEW 

An Approach to 
Audio Frequency 

Amplifier 
Design. 

A vintage publication of the General 

Electric Co., reviewed by Noel Keywood. 

I
t was an anonymous looking little 
book, with no dust cover and 
apparently no title, like so many in 

the box on the floor. Ferreting around 
has its compensations though. Along the 
spine, old gold lettering that had dulled 
through the years read: An Approach to 
Audio Frequency Amplifier Design - 
GEC. Inside lay a cornucopia of valve 
amplifier circuits, ranging from 5watts to 
I 100warts, no less. The last is a 
monster, designed for P.A. and 
distribution work (Rediffusion used 
them) running with a 2.5kV H.T. line 
feeding enormous VISOS output 
triodes. And no, we will not be making 
this into a kit! 

You can, however, now drool over 
the circuit, should you be of such an 
inclination, because the book is being 
reprinted by the Audio Amateur Press, 
of New Hampshire, U.S.A., the same 
people responsible for Glass Audio, 
Speaker Builder and other specialist 
audio publications. It comes as a 
softback that retails at £ 1 9.95. If you 
want one you don't have to rise at the 
crack of dawn on Sunday to get to a 
swap-meet before the vultures swoop, 
since we are making it available through 
our library - an easier and more 
decorous way of getting books than 
grubbing around under trestle tables, l 
can assure you. 

This reprint is a one-for-one copy of 

the original with no 
alterations or omissions. It 
contains a wealth of design 
data and general advice, all 
of which is invaluable for 
the modern day 
experimenter. GEC, like Mullard, kept 
their feet on the ground, majoring on 
practicalities and real life circuits, rather 
than theory. The book describes no 
fewer than seventeen different circuits, 
all designed, built and tested by GEC 
back in the early fifties. Most are power 
amplifiers, all are push-pull (no single-
endeds), and preamps with phono 
equalisation and tone controls are also 
covered. 

Parts lists, build details and even 
transformer winding data are given in 
order to make all the circuits potentially 
buildable from the book. However, 
there are some points to bear in mind. 
I've encountered two commercial 
amplifiers based on these circuits and 
neither worked properly. One was the 
50watt design that uses KT88s (p55) 
and in this case the feedback 
compensation scheme just didn't work. I 
stripped out the lot, re-compensated 
and got the design to work wed (I can't 
supply details since this occured many 
years ago). 1 suspect this might have 
been down to transformer differences. 

Whatever, do bear in mind that 
transformer availability and the possible 

AN APPROACH TO 

AUDIO FREQUENCY 
AMPLIFIER DESIGN 
Seventeen Circuits from 5- to 1100-watts 

A PUBLICATION OF 

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND 
REPRINTED AND DISTRIBUTED BY 

Audio Amateur Press 

need to experiment with feedback to 
ensure stability may crop up. GEC 
discuss this in Appendix B entitled 
"Output Transformers and Stabilisation". 
An oscilloscope and square wave 
generator are helpful in this task 

Also, above 100watts output, 
obtained from still-available KT88s using 
fixed bias, GEC use their DA42/ I 00 
power triodes, which aren't available any 
more. So whilst the six circuit 
descriptions make great reading, 
discussing Xenon rectifiers. U I9s and 
operating voltages more commonly 
associated with the National Grid, 
building some of these designs is just 
about impossible. 

Like the Mullard book on audio 
amplifiers, this one from GEC is required 
reading for anyone with a serious 
practical interest in valve amplifiers. I'm 
glad Audio Amateur Press have made it 
available again. 

An Approach to Audio Frequency 

Amplifier Design is available through 

the Hi-Fi World Library. 
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KIT & COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 

LOUDSPEAKER KIT SUPPLIERS 

Falcon DIY Speakers 
Falcon Electronics, Tabor House, 
Mulbarton, Norfolk NRI4 81T 
Tel. 01508 578272 
Falcon sell kits, drive units and crossover components and 
have a large range of books and back issues of kit magazines. 
Please send lange SAE (36p) for free price list 

The Speaker Co. 
Unit 9, Waterside Mill, Waterside, 
Macclesfield, Cheshire. SKI I 7HG 
Tel: 0625 500507 
The largest range of speaker drve units and accessories 
stocked for the speaker builder. Plus a range of speaker 
kits designed exclusively for The Speaker Company. 
MLSSA test facility available, phone for an appointment 
Our prices can not be beaten. 

Audiocab 
9 Skew Bridge Close, Wootton Bassett, 
Swindon, Wilts. SN4 7DW. 
Tel: 0793 848437. 
Loudspeaker cabinet kits are the speciality of 
"AUDIOCAB". Whether you are prototyping your 
own loudspeakers or working to a design published in 
Hi-Fi World, including the KLS3, "AUDIOCAB" will 
produce a bespoke kit to your specification. "Biscuit 
jointing" is used to ensure perfect alignment of adjacent 
panels and cabinets are dry assembled and sanded 
before dispatch. David Barfield, propnetor, says "no 
prior experience of woodworking will be required to 
build our kits and achieve a professional finish". Kits will 
normally be supplied in 25mm unfinished MDF but any 
finish is available and designs are usually enhanced by 
the use of mouldings to escape from the normal 
"square box". Ready built cabinets can also be 
specified. Professional, trade and retail enquiries are 
invited. 

Wilmslow Audio 
Wellington Oose, Paritgate Trading Estate, 
Knutsford. Cheshire WA 16 BOX 
Tel. 0565 650605 Fax 0565 650080 
Extensive range of drive units and over 30 different designs of 
self-assembly kit Two 'ATC kits now available Drive units 
include those from KEF, Dynaudio, Audax. SEAS. Pcerlm 
Scanspeak and Morel. Everything required for the 
loudspeaker builder and four dem rooms to listen to the kits 
in built-up form. Two new kits from Morel - one 3 litre, 
magnetically shielded, one 11 litre book shelf. 

IPL Acoustics 
2 Laverton Road, Westbury, 
Wits BAI3 3RS 
Tel, 0373 823333 
IPL supply a range of eight speaker kits using drive units frcnri 
SEAS. Morel, Audax. \futon etc. including four 
transmission lines to suit all room sizes. We also supply a 
full range of drive units, capacitors, and cabinet accesories as 
well as silver plated P.T.F.E. insulated cables. 

DBS Audio 
PO Box 91, Bury St Edmunds, 
Suffolk IP30 ONE 
Tel. 0284 828926 
Sole authonsed suppler of DBS loudspeaker kits designed by 
Dave Berrirrian. The acclaimed DBS6 kit includes Morel 
tweeters and custom built woofers, plus top quality pre-
assembled crossover arid components 

VALVE AND OUPUT TRANSFORMER 
SUPPUERS 

P.V. Tubes 
104 Abbey Street, Accrington, 
Lancs. BB5 1EE 
Tel. 0254 236521/23261 I 24 hrs alp 
Fax. 0254395361 
For all your electronic components. Valves are new in 
branded boxes and matched pairs areavailable. Pls call 
for types and prices.We are closed all day Wednesday. 

Vintage Valves, 
PO Box 147. Station A. Vancouver B.C. 
Canada. U6C 2M3. 
Fax (604) 876 5876. 
Dynaco, Sherwood, Scott The Fisher, McIntosh, Eco, 
Harmon Kardon, Heath. Altec, Stromberg- Carbon. 
Many vintage parts and equipment available on request 

Wilson Valves 
28 Banks Ave.. Golcar, 
Huddersfield,West Yorks HD7 4LZ. 
Tel. 0484 654650/420774. 
Fax. 0484 655699. 
Mail order. Call us to find out more about out extensive 
range of valves. Over 1,000 different types stocked. SAE. 
for list ( Please mark for Dept HFW). 

Langrex Supplies Ltd 
1 Mayo Road Croydon, 
Surrey CRO 2QP 
Tel 081 684 1166 or fax. 081 684 3056 
One of the largest distributors of electronic vatves, tubes and 
semi-conductors in the UK by original UK and USA 
manufacturers. Obsolete types are a speciality. Telephone or fax 
for an immediate quotation. 

Billington Export Ltd. 
1E Gillmans Trading Est, Billinghurst 
Sussex RH 14 9E3 
Tel. 0403 784%1 or fax. 0403 783 519. 
Billington Export Ltd. holds large stocks of audio valves 
including many obsolete brands such as Mullard, GEC, 
Brimar etc. as well as Sovtek and Thermionic Gold Brand. 
Also Cathode Ray Tubes (eg used in Maranta tuner 10B). 
40-page catalogue available, tel or fax for a quotation. 
Minimum order £50.00. 

PM Components 
Springhead Enterprise Park Springhead Road, 
Gravesend. Kent DA I 1 3HD 
Tel. 0474 560521 
P.M. Components Ltd are the specialist component 
company for High End Audio enthusiasts. We have a 
design and manufacturing base for audio valves and 
associated products and have a capability to produce 
custom tubes for major manufacturers. Our 70 page 
catalogue is available at £2.50 including U.K. postage P.M. 
Components are major stockists for Golden Dragon, 
Mullard, GEC and Teonex valves and have a vast archive 
of vintage tubes gathered from every manufacturer mi the 
world. 

Sowter Transformers 
EA Sowter Ltd 
PO Box 36, Ipswich IPl 2EL 
Tel. 0473 219390/252794 
Output and mains transformers for GEC KT88 circuits Can also 
make any other transformer to order. Send SAE for lists and 
data 

Chelmer Valve Company 
130 New London Road, Chelmsford, 
Essex CM2 ORG 
Tel 0245 76eiRAS Fax 0245 490064. 
Supplier of premium range of audio valves, oIles valses and 
components also available. (Please see our ad on outside back 
cover of this supplement). 

RESTORATION 

GT Audio 5 Upper Roast 
Héher Denham, Bucks UB9 5E1 
Tel. 0395 833099 
Professional repair/restoration of all hi-fi including dassir and 
vintage equipment Supplier of very he quality electron,-
components, in particular types which are difficult to source. 
Ongnal valves available Mullard. Brimar. GEC GE RCA 
Sylvania etc 

COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd Penylan Mill, 
Oswestry, Shropshire SY 10 9AF 
24 Hr sales/enquiries 
Tel. 0691 652894 
A range of Audiophile kits for 80 watt Power Amplifiers, 
Tuners, Pre-Amps and Moving Coil/Moving Magnet RIAA 
Pickup Preamps. All kits are fully engineered, with our 
thirty years design experience, for easy constructions 
from circuits by John Lindsey Hood, the most respected 
designer in the field. Send for lists. 

V.R.R. 
30 Melbourne Ave. 
Worthing BN12 4RT 
Tel: 01903 501158 
Vintage Radio Restoration 
We can provide mains transformers, chokes and tingle. 
ended or push/pull output transformers as well as silver 
cable, paper-in-oil capacitors and other goodies all at 
reasonable prices. 
Our 30w monoblock short kit is only L299! 

SJS Acoustics 
Ben-Dor, Lumb Carr Road, 
Holcombe. 
Bury. BL8 4NN. 
Suppliers of difficult to find high quality components 
for valve amplifiers: including Single Ended Output 
Transformers, Signal and Power Supply Capacitors, 
PTFE Board and Silver Wire. For full information and a 
catalogue send an SSAE to the above address. 

AP Electronics 
20 Derwent Centre, Clarke Street 
Derby, DEI 2BU 
Check out the AP ELECTRONICS 1994 catalogue. Fri, 
free with every order of over £40.00 or can be 
purchased for a £4.95 cheque payable to 
'AUDIOKITS'. Over 80 pages include pre and power 
amplifier kits, high grade audiophile resistors, 
capacitors and semiconductors. audio and mains 
cables, gold and rhodium plated connectors and 
COMPONENT NOTES on using high grade parts. A 
quarterly newsletter 'AP PERFORMANCE AUDIO' 
has been recently launched and your first issue is free. 

RushAudio 
126 Station Rd., Tempsford, 
Sandy SG I 9 ZAY 
Tel. 01767 640779 Fax, 01767 640617 
RushAudio stock high quality British made 
polypropylene capacitors (630V dc) ideal for PSU 
applications. 30uF ( 100mm x 50mm dia.) £22; 
40uF ( 100 x 63) £27; 50uF ( 100 x 63) £32; 
I 00uF ( 125 x 76) £55. Carnage: 1 capacitor £2; 
2 - E4; 3 or more - £6. Unfortunately VAT is extra on 
total of goods plus carnage. Cheque with order 
apperciated for prompt delivery. 

Audio-Links 
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe. 
South Humberside DN I 6 I EL 
Tel. 0724 870432 
Vast range of highest quality electronic components 
and accessories for the D.I.Y. enthusiast.. 

A wide range of components aimed at the hobbyist 
competitive VAT ind. prices, mail order and a friendly 
service Open Mon-Thurs 9.15-600. Friday 9.15-5.00 and 
Sat's 930-5.00. 

VINTAGE DIY 

Lorkraft Audio 
4 Big Lane, Goose Green, 
Lambourn, Barks RGI6 7SQ 
Tel. 0488 72267 
Specialist restoration of 301's and 401's using genuine spare, 
and re-manufactured parts to original pnstee standards in 
our nevvly built workshops designed primarily for these 
purtxxes. 

CLASSIC TURNTABLES 

Technical & General 
P.O. Box 53, Crowborough, 
East Sussex TN6 2BY. 
Tel. 0892 654534. 
The ongnal specialist source of spares, restorations 
and overhauls for the classic turntables. Years of actual 
experience and comprehensive range of parts 
(originals and re-manufactures), manuals, ancillaries, 
No dubious 'improvements' - no harmful 
'modifications'. Our specialities: Connoisseur, Garrard: 
Goldnng; Lenco; S.M.E.; Thorens; Watts; Ortofon; Shure: 
Cartidges and styli for- 78s, Mono LPs, Stereo LPs. 

YOU CAN ADVERTISE IN 
THIS SECTION 
FOR ONLY £30. 
CONTACT 

ADVERTISING SALES 
ON: 

0171 - 2893533 

Irk' APRIL 1995 HI- Ft WORLD 



BOOK REVIEW 

.3 0'4 

Theory and Design of 
Loudspeaker Enclosures 

by Dr J. E. Benson. 

THEORY AND DESIGN 
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D
r Benson is well regarded among 
top loudspeaker designers. He 
was the examiner for Richard 

Small's (of Thiele and Small fame) PhD 
thesis. Don Keele, another world 
renowned expert in the field of 
loudspeaker design wrote of this book " ft 
is a classic, and even more comprehensive 
and detailed than Thiele and Small's 
loudspeaker papers as published in the 
Audio Engineering Society journal". 

As you may have guessed from this 
introduction, the Theory and Design of 

Loudspeaker Enclosures is a serious affair, 
aimed at professional engineers. Much of 
the basis of the books is about creating a 
mathematical model of a loudspeaker 
enclosure, so the maths is quite complex, 
of degree standard or higher. 

In the first chapter Dr Benson 
proposes a generalised configuration that 
encompasses all of the essential features 
of the various enclosure types, 
mechanical, acoustical and electrical. By 
varying the parameters of this generalised 
enclosure model, each of the individual 

enclosures (e.g. reflex, infinite baffle, 
sealed box, etc.) can be described by a 
mathematical expression. 

The second paper then builds on 
these enclosure models by deriving the 
basic equations for calculation of the low 
frequency performance of a driver 
mounted into each of the different 
enclosure types. The 'performance' is 
described by the displacement, velocity 
and acceleration, sound pressure level and 
impedance, as well as response graphs. At 
this point it becomes clear that what Dr 
Benson is deriving is a set of equations 
that can be used in conjunction with a 
particular drive unit's parameters to 
describe its performance in a box, in 
exactly the same way as many of the 'low 
frequency box design' computer packages 
do. 

These first two chapters set the basic 
equations for modelling a drive unit in an 
enclosure. The final chapter completes 
the exercise by introducing other box 
alignments not covered by the basic 
types, and introducing the effects of 
enclosure damping. 

It is an extremely thorough book, and 
even though a lot of my degree maths is 
quite rusty, I was able to get a good feel 
for the way the enclosure models were 
developed and combined with a drive 
unit's parameters to predict the final 
performance as a whole. However, unless 
you're a mathematician with access to a 
computer who wants to design your own 
loudspeaker, or want to develop your 
own program for designing low frequency 
enclosures, it is a lot simpler to use one of 
the many computer packages already 
available. If you do want to know what 
the maths behind enclosure design looks 
like and how to use it, the Theory and 
Design of Loudspeaker Enclosures is one 
of the few that describes exactly how it's 
done • 

The Theory and Design of Loudspeaker 

Enclosures is available from the Hi-Fi 

World Library 
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RETAIL PRICE LIST 
Golden Dragon Pre-Amplifier Tubes 
6AQ8/ECC85 
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 
12AX7A/E88CC/ECC83 
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 
6SN7GT/ECC33 

Singles 
£6.50 
£6.95 
£6.95 
£6.95 

£10.95 
£8.95 

Special Quality Golden Dragon Pre-AmplifierTubes 

Singles 
E81CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £ 10.50 
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £10.50 
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £9.50 
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £ 14.50 

2A3 4PIN 
2A3 OCTAL 
211 
811A 
845 
805 

Golden Dragon 
Golden Dragon Triodes 

Singles 
£22.50 
£22.50 
£28.50 
£11.50 
£36.50 
£36.50 

Pairs Quads 
£50.00 £100.00 

£50.00 £100.00 
£60.00 £120.00 
£25.00 £50.00 
£75.00 £150.00 
£75.00 £150.00 

Golden Dragon 3006 Range 

Singles Pairs Quads 
300B Super £79.00 £160.00 £320.00 
4.300B £84.00 £170.00 £340.00 
4.300B Super £124.00 £250.00 £500.00 

Please enquire of any tube types not 
listed. We have an inventory of over 

2,500 different types in stock. 

Golden Dragon Power Tubes 
Pairs Quads 

EL34/6CA7 £25.00 £50.00 
£29.95 £60.00 

EL84 £8.95 £19.00 
E84L £12.50 £25.00 
6L6WGB/5881 £25.00 £50.00 
KT66 £25.00 £52.00 
KT88 £57.95 
KT88 Super.,£67.95 
6L6GC £19.95 
6550A £42.95 
6550A Special , Gold Plated1 

£64.95 
50CA10 £84.95 
807 £25.00 

£116.00 
£136.00 
£40.00 
£86.00 

Octets 
£100.00 
£120.00 
£38.00 
£50.00 

£100.00 
£104.00 
£232.00 
£272.00 
£80.00 

£172.00 

£130.00 £260.00 
£170.00 £340.00 
£50.00 £100.00 

Ceramic Sockets and Hardware 

Standard Gold Plated 
Locking 4 Pin 
(3008 etc.) £6.95 
4 Pin UX4 (3008 etc.) £2.5 
Jumbo (211 etc.) £14.50 
Octal Chassis 
(EL34 etc.) £1.25 
Octal PCB (EL34 etc.) £1.25 
B9A Chassis ( pre amp) 
B9A PCB ( pre amp) £0.95 
Screening Can & Skirt ( pre amp) 
Damping Can (pre amp) 
Power Valve Retainer (EL34 etc.) 

ECC81 
ECH81 
ECC82 
ECL82 
ECC83 
ECC85 
ECL86 
ECC88 
ECC88 
ECC88 
EF86 
EF804S 
EL32 
EL34 
EL85 
EL86 
EL504 
EL509 
EL519 
EM84 
GZ32 
GZ33 
GZ37 
GZ34 
KT66 
KT88 

£15.00 
£3.50 

£25.00 

£3.50 
£3.50 
£2.50 
£2.50 
£8.50 
£4.50 
£5.50 

Golden Dragon 

" Golden Dragon Tubes are the culmination 
of a continual development programme by 
a dedicated team of design and develop-
ment Engineers using the best European 
expertise in collaboration with the most 
progressive valve production facilities in 
China.' 

Carriage charge £2.50 on any U.K order. Cash 
with order or Visa - Mastercard accepted. 24 
Hour Answerphone Service. 

We have a vast range of tubes available from 
manufacturers all over the world including rare 
and vintage types. A 70 page booklet of valves 
available is updated monthly and can be 
provided at a cost of £2.50 per copy including 
U.K postage or you may telephone our Sales 
Desk for a prompt quotation. Prices exclude 
VAT. Please add VAT at 17.5%. 

A selection from our stock of over 2,500 different audio quality 
valves. Please enquire for items not listed 

BRIMAR 
MULLARD 
GE 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
BRIMAR 
GE 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TELEFUNKEN 
MULLARD 
TEONEX 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 

4.50 
3.50 
4.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
4.50 
5.50 
4.50 
4.50 

25.00 
4.50 
6.50 
4.50 
4.50 
3.50 
5.50 
5,50 
3.50 
8.50 
5.50 
4.50 
5.50 
6.00 

£12.50 

LS9B 
M8136 
M8162 
M8137 
MHLD6 
0A2WA 
PCC88 
PL36 
PL504 
PL519 
PY32 
TT100 
U19 
UCC85 
UU5 
UU6 
2X2A 
3A/167M 
5Y3WGTA 
5V4G 
6AG7 
6A7G 
6BH6 
6C8G 
6DQ6B 
6K7G 

COSSOR 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MAZDA 
TEONEX 
SIEMENS 
MAZDA 
MAZDA 
THORN 
MULLARD 
GEC 
GEC 
MULLARD 
MAZDA 
MAZDA 
RCA 
ITT 
SYLVANIA 
BRIMAR 
RCA 
RCA 
BRIMAR 
RCA 
PHILIPS 
RCA 

9.00 
8.50 
8.50 

24.00 
5.50 
4.50 
3.50 
3.50 
2.50 
5.95 
2.50 

65.00 
8.50 
3.50 
5.50 
6.50 
5.00 

15.00 
4.50 
3.50 
3.50 
8.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 

6SN7GTY 
6SN7GT 
6SQ7GT 
6V6G 
6V6GT 
6X4 
6550A 
12AT6 
12AV6 
12BA6 
12J5GT 
12E1 
13E1 
13D3 
85A2 
1625 
5687 WA 
5687 
5814A 
5881 
6072A 
6146B 
6158 
6189 
6189W 
6201 
6463 
6870 

BRIMAR 
TEONEX 
TONEX 
RCA 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
BRIMAR 
RCA 
WESTINGHOUSE 
RCA 
SIC 
STC 
BRIMAR 
MULLARD 
RCA 
RCA 
USA 
GE 
USSR 
RAYTHEAON 
TEONEX 
BRIMAR 
SYLVANIA 
SYLVANIA 
GE 
UNITED 
BRIMAR 

8.95 
5.50 
4.50 
6.50 
4.50 
4.50 

12.50 
2.50 
2.50 
3.50 
3.95 

15.00 
140.00 

6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
5.50 
4.95 
8.95 
8.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
7.50 

11.50 

EXPORT WELCOME 
CARRIAGE AT COST 

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA11 8HD, England 

Sales Desk Tel: 0474 560521. Fax: 0474 333762 



Letters 
AFFORDABLE 

PHONO-HEADS 

I enjoyed your recent article on 

phono-head amplifiers, but was 

surprised to see that you did 

not include any kits in the test. 

For most of us, four or five 

hundred quid is a lot to pay for 

part of an amplifier. 1 buift the 

Hart phono-stage which is 

powered by two PP3s (9 vott 

batteries). It's easy to build (ft 

was my first effort at 

assembling a printed circuit 

board) and ft only costs £75. 

After the shock of finding that 

it worked first time, I then 

discovered ft was a dramatic 

improvement over the phono-

stage of my Musical Fidelity 

A I 00. 

My LP playing system is 

now a Rock, Moth, Arcam 

P77Mg, the Hart and then a 

Beard BB 100 into Ruark 

Talismans. The sound is 

stunning and I'm sure that any 

of the phono-amps you tested 

would have a hard job to 

improve it 

Why doesn't someone 

(you?) design an inexpensive 

battery-powered DAC for 

those of us just starting DIY hi-

fi? Also, please include at least 

one low-cost kit in your 

comparative tests. I'm sure Hi-

Fi World isn't afraid of 

embarrassing big name 

manufacturers! Also as you are 

always complaining - and rightly 

so - about the lack of efficient 

loudspeakers, why devote 

three pages of your 

supplement to building some 

that are only 83dB. 

David Kelly 

St. Ives, 

Cambridgeshire. 

The Hart kit was designed by 

John Linsley Hood and offers 

fine sound quality. At the 

price it is exceptional value. 

Our only small reservation is 

that for moving coil 

cartridges, there's a little 

more hiss than is possible 

from today's low noise solid 

state devices. With moving 

magnets, like your Arcam 

P77Mg, it will De as quiet as 

the best, however. 

Digital convertors are 

complex anci !ajout sensitive. 

They're difficult to offer as a 

kit unless carefully designed 

and tested beforehand. Even 

manufacturers use the chip 

producer's -ecommended 

board layouts, because this 

technology is so difficult yet 

critical. Those that don't 

commonly run into obscure 

problems concerning RF 

pickup of high frequency 

digital in areas where it 

wreaks havoc. 

Some readers have 

complained that the Audio 

Synthesis DSivl and Audio 

Technology Sorcerer kit 

convertors we have tested to 

date are too expensive. 

Unfortunat&y, it isn't 

necessarily cheaper to make a 

kit with some products. 

Volume industrial production 

has become so automated and 

fast that the usual savings on 

assembly and testing time are 

not there, machinery costs 

being spread over large 

production runs and many 

years. 

The expense these days 

comes in design and 

development. Kits have to 

bear this cost, plus the 

additional expense of 

comprehensive build 

instructions. They are low 

volume items too, which 

raises casework costs in 

particular. Consequently, kits 

aren't necessarily cheap to 

develop or manufacture. 

Savings often come in their 

direct-to-the-customer 

marketing or, in some cases, 

low development cost 

through use of industry-

standard circuit arrangements. 

The only other way of 

making a low cost kit is to 

eliminate all casework, 

offering only a board and bits. 

We are interested in low 

cost kits and will review them 

whenever possible; the Maplin 

Millenium valve amplifier was 

a good case in point. But 

there aren't so many real 

cheapies, for the reasons 

described. NK 

ECC807s SPOTTED 

Tsk, tsk. It really won't do! 

Fancy both Haden Boardman 

and Andy Gold saying 

ECC807s aren't available 

anywhere. According to 

suppliers' lists (and assuming 

some swine hasn't bought up 

the world supply in the 

meantime), they can be had 

from Philip Taylor and Valve 

and Tube Supplies. 

The address is: Philip 

Taylor, 3 Silver Lane, 

Billingshurst Sussex. RH 14 

ORP (good for obscure types) 

and Valve & Tube Supplies, 

Unit 2A, Rink Road Industrial 

Estate, Ryde, Isle of Wight 

P033 2LT Tel: 01983-811386 

(large range). 

Also, consult the Sound 

and Vision Yearbook for a 

fuller list of component 

suppliers, which is published 

annually at £3.50. 

Andrew Emmerson 

Northhampton. 
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Thanks for the reminder, but, 

I want to know, who's Andy 

Gold? Is this a hybrid 

reviewer, part Valve, part 

Transistor? 

Andy Grove, our valve 

expert, says they're not in 

production and are rare. 

Consequently, we are not 

prepared to encourage people 

to buy amplifiers that rely on 

their use, for fear of suffering 

a more valid complaint, that 

we've encouraged someone 

to waste their money. 

All the same, I'm sure 

readers will be glad to know 

that these valves may be 

available in small quantities 

and that a unique directory of 

valve suppliers is printed in 

The Sound & Vision 

Yearbook, available from the 

Sunrise Press, 2-4 Brook 

Street, Bampton, Tiverton, 

Devon EX I 6 9LY. NK 

POSITIVE FEEDBACK 

Thank you for your review oi" 

our valve amplifier kit as 

published in your constructor 

supplement, and we are 

pleased that you found the 

product very favourable lam 

just writing to say thatl have 

taken note of your comments 

in the measured performance' 

box, and to notify you of other 

small modifications that the 

design is currently undergoing. 

Due to interest in the U.S. 

the PSU kit will soon be 

supplied with a dual 115/230V 

primary and other 

components, enabling it to be 
built and used by both 

European and U.S. customers. 

The instructions with the kits 

are updated accordingly. 

The amplifier kit will have 

revised earthing arrangements 

designed to improve the 

stereo image from a stereo 

assembly, andl have instigated 

PCB changes to relocate C8 as 

per the Mullarcl circuit, as you 

have suggested in the review 

(we have also experienced 

minor oscillation problems on 

one occasion). However, it is 

not too difficult to terminate 

the low side of C8 to the PCB 

pin of VI pin 3, instead of its 

normal PCB, on the original 

version of PCB by way of 

modification. 

While I had tried to retain 

some semblance of originality 

in the Maplin version, so that 

the design is not obviously a 

direct copy of the Mullard 520, 

Maplin's 

Millenuim 4-

20 reviewed 

in the 

November 

'94 DIY 

Supplement. 

VALVE SYNERGY 

Thank you for your high 

standard magazine, 

especially the Supplement. 1 

am a hi-fi enthusiast for 

more than 20 years (I'm 39) 

and I am very tired of seeing 
the industry moving towards 

mini-monitors, video and 

the like. My system is based 

around a Marantz 7c tube 

pre-amp, a Marantz 8b amp 

and a pair of ' small' IMF 

TLS-50s bought, used, 10 

years ago. Many 

components came and went 

along the years, such as a 

Radford ZD-22 and ZD-I00 

power, but the IMF/Marantz 

combination proved to be a 

synergy love affair, as weird 
as it may look, 1 know. But 

the result must be heard to 

be believed. It seems that 

the Marantz with its 55 

pounds of transformers has 

no trouble drivng almost 

anything at reasonable levels 

while singing: better in fact 

than my previous 2 x 90 

watt Radford which was 

much more dynamic but 

Lette 
totally sterile. 

By the way. thank you 

for your article about 

"Restore or renovate". Now 

I know that I will never try 

to improve the already good 

work of Saul Marantz. 

1) My amp. is 35 years old 

and seeming in perfect 

condition, but is there a way 

to check the values of 

capacitors, etc. to see if they 

have kept their values, or 

must 1 wait for the day 

something starts to smell 

toasted in the room? (who 

said that valves are not 

reliable?) 

2) I found a pair of 15" 

Tannoy concentric (silver & 

1612) in a flea market for 

about £50. They were in 

bad home-made enclosures, 

though. What struck me 

was their dynamics (wow!) 

and the fine imaging, 

coherence and speed. What 

was wrong was a boomy 

bass and no low extension, 

probably due to bad 

resonant enclosure and 'cup 

distortion' in the midband 

that I can't explain. A well-

known expert tells me it is 

usually the amps, can it be 
so? 

3) By the way, Lockwood 

Audio told me that the 

GRFs were built around 

these drivers, but I can't find 

any plans to build these 

enclosures. Could you tell 

me where I could find these 

plans? 

4) The Marantz amp can be 

run in thode mode, giving 

them nearly 20 watts 

instead of its 35 watts, ultra-

linear. Would it help in 

getting a better sound from 

the Tannoys, or is it a 'fake' 

triode just for the fun of 

being a triode? 

5) You see me coming! In 
the near future 1 plan to 

build a single-ended amp 

based on a 300B to drive 

the Tannoys or some horn 

'speakers. Have you any 

plans to suggest? What do 

you think of Audio Note's 

Kit One? and could your 4 

watts SE amp drive the 

Tannoys and eventually a 
Lowther PM6 horn? 

6) Last question: have you 

heard the PM6-based horn? 

What are their strong and 

weak points and do you 

plan to review them some 

day? Please publish my 

phone and fax number. 

Sylvain Giguére, 

Portnuef-Station, 

Quebec, 

Canada. 

Fax:4 I 8 873 3868 

Tel: 418 286 4736 

Some of the components in 

your amp may now be out 

of specification and dirt and 

dust will have accumulated 

inside, especially around 

high voltage points, so 

checking the amplifier over 

will be very worthwhile. To 

fully ensure that the 

amplifier is in A I condition 

is quite involved. All 
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it is again an example of 

Mullard getting it pretty well 

right in the first place, so that it 

has been extremely difficult to 

make Millenium different.1 

have to admit though that the 

subtleties of the EF86 screen 

grid uncoupling arrangement 

eluded me at the initial design 

stage. Ho hum! 

Mike Holmes 

Maplin Electronics, 

Essex. 

INFECTED! 

Help! Ever since I purchased 

my Rega Planar 3, which was 

auditioned through an Audio 

Innovations valve amp, I have 

had the valve bug. 

My current set-up is a Rega 

Planar 3/R13300/R100 turntable 

set-up, Denon PMA-300 

amplifier, Denon DCDI290 

CD player, Denon TU260L 

tuner and Tannoy Berkeley 

'speakers. 

lam a qualified electronics 

engineer with some time on 

my hands and as much as I 

would love an EAR 834 or 

similar esoterica, 1 would get 

more satisfaction from building 

my own amplifier as well as 

saving on costs. 

I have circuits for the 

Mullarcl 5-20 power-amp and 

pre-amps, and the Williamson 

amplifier, but 1 have no idea 

what these amplifiers sound 

like. 

I read with interest your 

article last month on the 

Maplin 4-20 amplifier kit, 

although I was perturbed by 

the shortcomings on the 

transformer front, which is 

where savings have obviously 

been made, and also the 

physical appearance which 

reminded me of projects 1 

once made at college 25 years 

ago! I would rather spend 

some more money on higher-

rated transformers and have a 

reliable amplifier as a result. 

Are there any other 

manufacturers out there who 

make a classic valve pre-amp 

and power amplifiers in kit 

form, and if so, do you have 

any experience of their sound 

quality, or indeed that of the 

original designs. 

1 have obtained a list of 

transformers and chokes from 

E.A. Sowter Ltd. in Ipswich 

from their advert and I would 

like to know if these are good 

quality components which can 

be recommended? 

On the question of power 

supplies, is it necessary to have 

a separate supply for each 

amplifier, or would a single 

supply give satisfactory results? 

Also what are the merits of 

using a solid-state rectifier as 

Maplin have done in their kit 

(apart from cost)? Would the 

large series choke in the supply 

line still be necessary, or is this 

all too much of a departure 

from the original Mullarcl 

design? 

My apologies for a long-

winded letter, but 1 am sure 

that there is a path to 

thermionic heaven out there 

somewhere! 

PS: I abandoned my Garrard 

40 I/SME 3009 S2 due to 

excessive rumble and 1 have 

been very pleased with the 

replacement Rega. Are 401 

-The MorYth 

components will need to 

be tested to ensure that, 

for example, none of the 

resistors have drifted out 

of tolerance and that none 

of the capacitors are 

leaking DC current. It may 

be better to take the 

amplifier to a good 

engineer as it is quite a 

classic and it would be a 

shame to watch it go up in 

smoke. 

The "cup" type of 

distortion you are hearing 

is usually caused by severe 

frequency response 

irregularities, so I would 

immediately suspect the 

new 'speakers. The cones 

may be damaged or the 

voice coils sticking and as 

these were in home-made 

cabinets the cross-over 

may be suspect as well. 

Make sure you have the 

'speakers connected to the 

right output transformer 

tap. Connecting a I 6SI 

speaker to the 852 tap 

usually results in a very thin 

and weak sound. 

Many of the top Tannoy 

'speakers used the Dual-

Concentric driver in one 

form or another, so you 

have quite a lot to choose 

from. Also, there are other 

enclosures which would 

suit the Tannoy drivers 

very well. How about a 

scoop horn enclosure or an 

enclosure based on the 

legendary Japanese Onken 

speakers? There are plans 

for the latter in Sound 

Practices No 4. Tannoy 

may be able to help on the 

GRF enclosures and 

probably the crossover as 

well. 

My advice about triode 

connecting is to try it and 

see. You will probably find 

that it sounds more 

dynamic and musical. 

Triode-connected pentodes 

normally work well if 

precautions are taken 

against parasitic oscillation 

and I'm sure this is the case 

with the Marantz. 

Keep your eyes peeled 

for forthcoming circuits 

and projects in HFW 

Supplements. S.E. triodes 

are our speciality and we 

have 211 and 300B designs 

coming soon. The Audio 

Note Kit One sounds great 

but looks like a dismantled 

WW1 radio transmitter so 

if you have any form of 

partner, cat, dog, children, 

parents or for that matter 

anyone with working eyes 

in your house prepare for 

trouble. 

Our 4W S.E. design will 

drive the Tannoys loud 

because they are very 

sensitive at around 

96dB/ I VV and the 

Lowthers even more so. 

The 4W amp has a 

beautifully warm and sweet 

sound which I'm sure you 

would love, and it looks as 

good as it sounds. 

1 have only heard 

vintage Lowther 'speakers 

but we will be listening to 

some new types soon. AG 

WIN A MAPLIN 

SOLDERING IRON KIT 

COMPLETE WITH A 

LENGTH OF SILVER 

SOLDER 

The writer of the most 

interesting DIY letter 

each month will receive 

a superb Maplin 

soldering iron, stand, 

booklet on good 

soldering practice and a 

length of high quality 

silver solder. 

Write in to: Hi-Fi World 

DIY letters, 64 Castellain 

Rd, Maida Vale, London 

W9 I EX. 
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decks redeemable, or should it 

be consigned to the scrap-

heap? 

Myles Barrett 

Chelmsford, 

Essex. 

The Mullard and Williamson 

designs differ considerably in 

their circuit topologies. The 

5-20 was a later design using 

quite a large amount of 

feedback and high-gain valves 

(EF86 and ECC83) with an 

EL34 ultra-linear output 

stage. It gave a reasonably 

large maximum output 

(35W), low distortion and 

was cheap and easy to make. 

The Williamson circuit 

could be seen as a more 

purist design using triode 

connected KT66 output 

valves and low-impedance 

L63/6J5 single or B65/6SN7 

double triodes for the 

preceding stages, but the 

Williamson circuit is rather 

more complex and has a 

limited output of 15W. 

In my experience the 

Mullard circuit gives a warm, 

rounded sound but can be 

slightly compressed and 

lacking in the finest detail. 

The Williamson is more open 

and tonally accurate as well 

as having better dynamic 

scale, but it is also drier and 

lacks overall power. The 

original G.E.C. KT66 valves 

used in the Williamson circuit 

are my favourite power 

pentodes/tetrodes, and a well 

designed amplifier built using 

good output transformers, 

components and original 

KT66s will walk over most of 

today's amplifiers. 

There are valve kit 

suppliers (such as ourselves) 

offering interpretations of 

classic circuits like these, for 

example our K588I kit uses 

Russian Military 5881 beam 

tetrodes, the closest current 

replacement for a KT66, but 

in a circuit configuration 

more like the 5-20. This 

amplifier has the sweetness 

of the 5-20 with the clarity of 

the 5881 output tetrodes, it 

also has a well finished steel 

chassis and large, generously 

rated transformers. 

1 have used Sowter 

transformers in the past and 

they were fine, but you will 

really have to suck it and see 

if you are going to develop a 

project of your own. The 

phase shifts caused by the 

output transformer are an 

unknown quantity so you 

can't really just drop it into a 

circuit. Some 

experimentation is necessary 

with the feedback network. 

This is one of the advantages 

of buying a full kit - the circuit 

has already been optimized. 

It is not absolutely 

necessary to use separate 

power supplies for each 

channel but it can help. Solid-

state rectifiers are much 

more efficient than valve 

rectifiers and help reduce the 

cost of an amp, but for sonic 

purity and output valve 

longevity 1 can recommend 

valve rectification. 

The 401 can be tweaked 

up to a very high standard. 

There are several companies 

advertising in this magazine 

offering this service, for 

example Loricraft, Slate 

Audio and Technical and 

General Supplies. AG 

It's very nice to see the 

original Mullard Circuits For 

Audio Amplifiers now being 

reprinted. I still have my 

original version from the 

Sixties, which was a source of 

wonder and much fun at the 

time. However, more 

recently I have had to sort 

out a modern Mullard 5-20 

that didn't work properly 

because of incorrect feedback 

compensation components, 

and I have met similar but 

larger problems with GEC's 

50W design. 

As Andy says, you have to 

set these feedback 

component values depending 

upon phase shifts around the 

amplifier, those in the output 

transformer being particular 

to the transformer used. 

Modern transformers often 

differ significantly to those 

used by Mullard and the 

feedback component values 

have to be adjusted 

accordingly, those given by 

Mullard and GEC commonly 

being unsuitable. 

The experimenter can get 

a long way by applying 

feedback progressively, 

starting off with a high-ish 

value series "dropper" 

resistor in the feedback loop 

(say 8k) and dropping slowly 

until the amp breaks into 

oscillation, probably around 

3-4k. Then increase the value 

by around 20% to give the 

unit a reasonable stability 

margin. 

This is a bit ad hoc, but 

providing you err on the side 

of caution, meaning a high 

resistor value (6-8k) and least 

feedback, then the amp will 

be plenty stable enough into 

all loads. Do not try to use 

maximum feedback; it will 

not improve sound quality 

and the amp may well burst 

into occasional oscillation, 

which could destroy 

tweeters. Valve amps like this 

sound fine with low-ish 

CI6 
0 I u 

 II 

Compensation 

INPUT 

OFT  
C17 
560pF 

R3 
4 7k 

 II  

feedback and in this state 

they are most stable. 

Having set feedback level, 

the capacitor across RI3 

(C9) and that in series with 

resistor R3 (C I), should be 

adjusted for best square wave 

response. Use a IkHz square 

wave driving 3V into an 852 

resistor (3-11 W). Viewing on 

an oscilloscope, make sure 

there's no significant leading 

edge droop as in a), indicating 

treble fall and a warm or dull 

sound, or leading edge 

peaking as in b), indicating 

treble lift and a bright or 

sharp sound. Try to minimise 

ringing too, as in c), which is 

indicative of a sharp 

supersonic treble peak 

attributable to leakage 

inductance and winding 

capacitance forming a 

resonant circuit. This 

trimming may increase your 

stability margin and feedback 

can be increased a little after 

if desired. NK 

C 1 47p 

89V 

VI 
R2 EF86 
3 3k 

2 5V 

RI R4 
220k 2.2k 

R5 
93 

R6 
110k 

R7 
390k 

C3 

a) Treble fall 

GROUND 

b) Treble lift 

"\rs  

o 
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RI3 6.6k 
Feedback 

-111--
C9 310pF 

Compensation 

ci Ringing 

Feedback components have to be set depending on phase shift 

around the circuit. A scope can be used to view square wave 

performance which gives a useful guide. 
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BILLINGTON GOLD 
VI% IL_Vr IE FF tJESIES 

Long known as specialists in rare tube brands, Billington Export provides a line of premium-grade valves to fill the increasing demand for hard-to-find tubes! 
BILLINGTON GOLD features specially tested valves selected for long life, low microphony and low noise. Versions with gold plated pins are available. 
BILLINGTON GOLD brand comes from a variety of countries around the world. We have carefully chosen the best manufacturer for each type, with an 
emphasis on the highest audio quality and product reliability. 
We stock one million valves including, BRIMAR, GE USA, GEC UK, MAZDA, MULLARD, RCA, RUSSIAN/SOVTEK, SYLVANIA, TESLA, TUNGSRAM and 
other rare brands, as well as sockets and CRTs. 

BILLINGTON GOLD 

2A3 
6L6GC 
12AX7 
300B 
811A 
845 
6550A 
E81CC 
E81CC-01 
E82CC 
E82CC-01 
E83CC-01 
E88CC 
ECC81 
ECC82 
ECC83 
ECC88 
EL34 
EL84 
KT66 
KT88 

15.50 
6.45 
5.25 

60.00 
12.00 
33.00 
11.50 
5.25 
9.50 
4.50 
8.50 
8.50 
7.50 
5.25 
4.50 
5.25 
6.90 
9.95 
3.60 
9.50 

18.50 

SOVTEK 

5U4G 
6L6WGC 
6SL7GT 
6SN iGT 
12AX7WA 
12AX7WB 
5881/6L6WGC 

3.60 
6.00 
2 50 
4.95 
3.50 
3.50 
6.00 

ECC83i12AX7WB 
EF86 
EL34G 
EL84 
GZ34 
GZ34/5Y3GT 

3.50 
PUA 
6.20 
1.99 
5.40 
2.90 

RUSSIAN 

6AS7G 4.50 
6B4G 27.00 
ECL82 2.25 

Try us for ALL Russian Valves 

CHINESE 

300B Sdvertone 
ECC88 
EL34 

60.00 
3.90 
7.00 

OTHERS 

6CG7 Yugoslavian 
6X4W Raytheon USA 
5751 (USE ECC83) 

RARE BRANDS 

3AMPlA Tungsram Hungary 
5C-450A STC UK 
5R4GY USA 
5Y3GT RCA 
6BH6 RCA 
6L6WGB Sylvania 
6V6GT STC UK 
12BH7A GE 
12E1 STC/ITT UK 
13E1 STC UK 
85A2 Mullard 
805 USA 
807 USA 
5687WA RCA 
6189W GE/RCA 
6550A GE USA 
CV4003 Mullard UK 
CV4004 Brimar UK 
CV4024 Mullard UK 
DG7-32 Tungsram Hungary 
ECC81 Mullard UK (CV4024) 
ECC82 Mullard UK (CV4003) 
ECC83/ECC803S Tesla 
ECC88/-6922 ECG Philips 
EF86 GEC UK (CV4085) 
EF804S Telefunken 
EL34 Siemens Germany flat top 
GZ32 Mazda 
GZ37/CV378 Mullard UK 
KT90 Yugoslavian 
PL519 ECG Philips 

32.40 
259.35 

7.50 
3.90 
2.48 
15.00 
4.20 
11.40 
16.50 

135.00 
5.93 

54.00 
9.00 
6.45 
5.99 

33.00 
9.00 
7.85 
7.50 

32.48 
7.50 
9.00 

13.13 
5.18 
PUA 

27.00 
PUA 
8.00 
3.53 

45.00 
5.95 

6.75 
3.60 

6336A Penta USA 
ECC85 Tungsram 
ECL86 Tungsram 

58.50 
3.30 
3.45 

SOCKETS 

Jumbo 4-pin for 211, 845, etc. 
Jumbo 4-pin, gold plated, for 211 
UX4 for 2A3. 300B, 811A, etc. 
UX4 large locking type for 300B 
B5 UK 
UX5 McMurdo UK for 807 
B7A for 6C33CB 
B7G McMurdo UK, chassis, skirted 
813 Ceramic 
Octal McMurdo UK 
Octal PCB, nylon 
Octal PCB, foreign 
B9A for ECC83, EL34, EF86, etc, suitable for pre-amps:-

- Ceramic, skirted, chassis, screening can; 
Chinese 
Russian 

- PCB, gold pins 
B9D Magnoval, chassis, for PL519 

We supply sockets for all valves listed in this advertisement. 

11.50 
24.00 
2.25 
6.00 
3.60 
3.60 
3.23 
0.72 

15.00 
1.20 
2.70 
1.20 

1.20 
0.90 
2.40 
2.25 

TOPCAPS 

For 2C34, 807, etc 
For 12E1 5B-254M, PL519 

1.20 
3.60 

Per valve 

MATCHED TESTING 

2.00 

All items in stock at time of going to press. Prices in GB Pounds and subject to fluctuation: please check before placing your order. 
We stock over 3000 valve types and 400 types of CRT. Please ask for our free 50 page catalogue of valves and/or our CRT catalogue. 

Payment is accepted by: 
ACCESS, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DEBIT CARD, JCL MASTERCARD, VISA. Bankers Draft, Bank Telex, Eurocheque and Cheque (UK only) 

Minimum order: UK, £50.00 + VAT & carriage. Export, £100.00 (US $150.00) + carriage 

1311E BExportLimited 
n 

-1 tiIImw Traidlimig 

IA/lost Susosgisex Ft11 -1 91EZ 

-Fim Il• (0)14.03 70.4.961 V .MIX:. (0)1 403 70351 9 

Visitors strictly by appointment please 



C 
CHELMER VALVE COMPANY 

for 

High Quality Audio Valves 

We offer below a selection of our CVC PREMIUM range of audio valves. These CVC BRAND valves are 

from selected world wide sources, processed in our special facility to provide low noise/hum/microphony 

PRE-AMP valves and POWER VALVES burnt-in for improved stability and reliability. Use this sheet as 

your order form. If you require matched pairs, quads or octets etc. Please allow £ 1.00 extra per valve for this 
service and mark alongside the valve type number `1\42,M4, M8' etc as required. 

l'rice list and Order Form for CVC PREMIUM Audio Valves 

PRE-AMP VALVES RECTIFIERS Unit Price Qty Total Price 
Unit Price Qty Total Price 

ECC81 5.00 EZ80 4.00 
ECC82 4.00 EZ81 4.25 
ECC83 5.00 GZ32 5.00 
ECC85 4.00 GZ33 5.00 
ECC88 5.00 GZ34 5.00 
ECF82 5.00 GZ37 5.00 
ECL86 5.00 5U4G 5.00 
EF86 4.00 5V4G 4.00 
E8OF (Gold Pin) 9.00 5Z4GT 3.50 
E81CC (Gold Pin) 6.00 
E82CC (Gold Pin) 6.00 
E83CC (Gold Pin) 6.00 SOCKETS ETC Unit Price ()I Total Price 
E88CC (Gold Pin) 7.00 
6SL7GT 4.00 B9A (State Chassis or PCB) 1.60 
6SN7GT 4.20 B9A Gold Pltd (State Chassis or PCB) 3.50 
6922 5.00 Octal (State Chassis or PCB) 1.75 
7025 6.00 Octal Gold Pltd (State Chas or PCB) 4.20 

4 Pin (For 2A3, 811A etc) 3.00 
POWER VALVES Unit Price Qty Total Price 4 Pin (For 211, 845) 11.00 

4 Pin Gold Pltd (For 211, 845) 15.00 
EL34/6CA7 7.50 7 Pin (For 6C33CB) 4.50 
EL84/6BQ5 4.00 Screening Can (For ECC83 etc) 2.00 
E84L/7189A 5.10 
KT66 9.20 
KT77 12.00 MATCHING CHARGES £ 
KT88 12.50 POST & PACKING (UK) £3.00 
KT88 (Gold Special) 19.50 TOTAL EXC VAT £ 
2A3 (State 4 Pin or Octal) 
211 

14.00 
22.00 

VAT @ 17.5% (UK/EEC ONLY) £ 

300B 50.50 
TOTAL TO PAY £ 

6C33C-B 36.00 
6L6GC 6.50 
6L6WGC/5881 8.00 Please make cheques payable to: 

6V6GT 5.00 
`CHELMER VALVE COMPANY' or pay by 

6080 12.00 ACCESS/MASTERCARDNISA Please give details: 

6146B 10.20 
6336A 40.00 1 
6550A 11.00 
6550WA 13.50 SIGNATURE: EXP. DATE:   

7581A 11.00 NAME:   

811A 9.50 ADDRESS:   

845 29.90 

Total carried forward ..   Post Code:   

VALVE AMPLIFIERS SOUND BETTER STILL WITH CVC PREMIUM VALVES!  

130 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex. CM2 ORG. Tel: 01245 355296/265865 Fax: 01245 49006 




